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The Eternal Father explains:
I verily say unto you that the material
universe which surrounds you, came out of
the divine philosophy of the Father; if the
Father is philosophical, the children are
too; for they inherit what is of the Father;
when your Creator said: Let there be light
and there was light, that mandate was the
first divine-mental idea; an expansive idea;
so expansive as the universe itself; and the
universe which you contemplate is the same
idea of the Father, which continues expanding
more and more; this expansion has neither
a beginning nor an end; nothing which is
of the Father has it, nor shall have it; the
ideas which you emanate are microscopic
inheritances which came out of the Father;
and every idea constitutes an eternity within
the eternity; a living dimension within infinite
others; every idea of yours is as expansive as
the Father’s is; microscopic planets are born
from your invisible ideas; it was written: Each
one makes his own heaven; for every planet
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is surrounded by a heaven; this is why it was
taught that eternity is in yourselves; one just
needs to generate ideas, and you are creating
in an invisible way for you, the colossal
planets of the future; and I verily say unto you
that all the infinite and colossal universe was
primitively an idea; what is up above is the
same as down below; matter and spirit were
ideas; for the Father’s laws are not reduced
to just one world only; for He has neither a
beginning nor an end; His divine mandates
are for infinite worlds; as many as your mind
can imagine; the eternal succession of the
worlds is the own succession of the Father’s
laws and Scriptures.Behind every law is the Creator’s free will and
the infinite universes; this means that from
each divine thought which came out of the
Creator, colossal universes are formed in an
instantaneous time, which instant by instant
exceed the universes already existing; there is
not any limit in any instant in God’s creation.ALPHA AND OMEGA.7

The author, Emissary Alpha and Omega,
shows the telepathic scrolls.
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ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE; THERE IS ONE
SOLE UNIVERSE; AS THERE IS ONE SOLE
GOD ONLY; THE THINKING EXPANSIVE
UNIVERSE; THE ALPHA LINES.Yes little son; the Universe is only one; and

within it, there are all the universes that the
mind can imagine; all the infinite variety of

worlds which one can see in the Universe,
came out of one same law; there were uni-

verses which do not exist anymore; universes
which got old and lived their end; worlds
which you shall never know; but, their galac-

tic histories are written in the Solar Books;
which are in the Kingdom of Heavens; the

eternal succession of worlds has neither a
beginning nor an end; what you believe of
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as being impossible, has always existed; and

in an infinite degree; in such a degree that it

does not have any limits at any instant; the
Universe is Thinking and Expansive; which

means that as long as there are creatures
who think, infinite planets shall come out
of their ideas; it is the communism between

ideas and planets; you, by having the Father’s
inheritance, have got the power of creating;

physically and mentally; the mental creation

is the great Revelation for this world; you

know very little or almost nothing about
what is mental; for thus you requested it in

the Kingdom of Heavens; every limit that
you know was requested by you in the King-

dom; when you think, you generate ideas;

and every idea does not die; it travels to space
physically; it travels and traverses sidereal
distances; just as the electromagnetic waves

travel; these waves have certain similitude
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with the ideas generated by you; but it is not
the same; the mental waves are one thing,
and the electromagnetic waves are another;

the first ones are spiritual; the second ones

are material; there is invisibility in matter

and invisibility in the spirit; for both have
the same rights to have what the other has;

the ideas come out of the mind in a lineal
way; and as they get further away from the

Earth, they tend to the circular form; behold
the Alpha and the Omega; the line and the
circle; the beginning and end of a planetary

ignorance; requested by yourselves; behold
the greatest mystery rises up, requested by

you in the trials of life; the mystery of your
own life; How many speculations there have

been, through the centuries! And no one was
correct; for their creators did not search in

the Father’s Scriptures; as they promised in
the Kingdom of Heavens; all the humanity
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promised it above everything; and it is the

less they did; to this deluded world, it is more
important to become rich than to deeply
know the Father’s Scriptures; No one who
thought like that in life shall enter the Kingdom of God.-

Yes little son; the universe is composed of
Alpha lines; these lines take the form of
geometries; they are infinite in form; there
are so many geometries as there are worlds;

your Earth has got the Alpha line in an
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alliance with the line Omega; which is also

a line; the difference between Alpha and

Omega is that Alpha is masculine and Omega
is feminine; two psychologies which form

the human creation; I verily say unto you that
matter and spirit are constituted by lines; the

infinite material forms and the virtues are

lines, which momentarily requested another

geometric form; every request of life is a
request in order to know a new geometry;
the knowledge or salt of life is also a geom-

etry; every knowledge has a linear beginning

and ends up circular; it has got an Alpha
beginning and ends up in Omega; Alpha is
the beginning of the world; Omega the begin-

ning of a New World; every geometry has got
a relative beginning and end; for it has got

an eternal continuity; from world to world;
every world has a physical end; for the geom-

etry of time has got the geometry of the end;
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for it made a living covenant with it; the
Alpha lines have got infinite geometrical
beginnings; for your planet Earth it had the

form of a right angle of 90º; a geometry which

was initiated in the sun Omega; of the galaxy

Trino; every planet came out of the suns;

whichever their geometry is; matter and
spirit get to know each other in the Kingdom
of Heavens as thinking creatures; for every
encounter between matter and spirit, is an

encounter which had a first-hand knowledge;
in any of the planets of the Universe; cause
and effect are the same thing; they are a prod-

uct of a covenant; whose recognition returns
when matter and spirit return to their point

of origin; both return because both are equal
in rights before God; the return is an entire
Revelation for both of them; for matter and

spirit requested the forgetfulness of their

past, in their respective laws; I verily say unto
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you that accusations for violations emerge
before the Father; it so happens that the body
of flesh accuses the spirit when this did not

guide itself by the Father’s law; for every

molecule of the carnal body is accused of
complicity, in the violations of the spirit;
even if they were not, an influence remains

in the carnal fluids; the return to the initial
point, where one was created is another judg-

ment for you; which has the same value of
the final judgment in your world; for what is

up above is the same as down below; what

is of the Father is fulfilled not only in one
world; for what is of the Father has not got

either a beginning or and end; His divine
judgments are everywhere in the Universe;

for God is everywhere; wherever the spirit

goes in the infinity, it shall find its judgment;
the lines Alpha are lines which get trans-

formed in everything imaginable; they are
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the Alpha and Omega of every being born

again; of every reincarnation; I verily say unto

you that the science of reincarnation shall
remain in this world; for it is a universal law;
not only for you, but for all the creatures of

the Universe; for all of them have got the

right to be born, as many times as they want;
for their Creator has no limit in anything; he
who denied the being born again or reincar-

nation, which is the same, shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one
who recognized the infinite power of the
Father to enter the Kingdom, than for one
who did not recognize it; for he denied the
Father, even by knowing through the Scrip-

tures that his Creator was and is infinite; he
denied with first-hand knowledge; behold a
common characteristic in the so-called Chris-

tian world; false worlds; for they serve gold

and they say that they serve God; but they
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serve no one; for all those who served two
masters, divided himself in two beliefs; and

no divided spirit shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; only satan divides, and he divides

himself; behold why gold is the own demon;

because of gold, millions and millions of you
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it

is more likely for one who did not know gold
as a life system to enter the Kingdom, than

for one who got to know it; it is more likely

for one who did not live a divisive philosophy
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for
one who did so; before you came to life, no

one was divided; for you lived the philosophy

of the Kingdom of Heavens; you lived the
Celestial Communism, with a philosophy of

children; you did not know what private was;

the property; you did not know the word:
This is mine; you knew community without

selfishness and with no divisions; you had
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one sole belief: Thou shalt adore the Father

above everything; and the supreme adoration
was work; it is a spiritual merit; I verily say

unto you that your trials of life on the planet
which you are, consisted in continue being

what you were in the Kingdom; you prom-

ised Father Jehovah not to build your hopes
up on gold; nor on any philosophy which

divided you spiritually and materially; but
you let yourselves be surprised; you were
divided by two demons; the demon of gold
who disguised himself as a life system, and

the religious demon; who divided you in
many beliefs, being there one God only; the
demon of gold divided you in rich and poor;

and the religious demon divided you in many

concepts of many gods; indeed, only the God
of the Scriptures is the only one; and not the

gods of the so called religions; it is more
likely for one who studied and searched for
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the God of the Scriptures to enter the King-

dom of Heavens, than for those who studied
and searched for the gods of the religions;
being there one God only, they created the
image of many; I verily say unto you that no

religious being shall enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; for it is more likely for one who did

not divide anyone to enter the Kingdom, than
for one who divided; none of you promised
in the Kingdom to divide another; not even

in the most minimal way; the lines Alpha are
lines which regulate your organism; they are

the most microscopic thing that you have;
no magnifying instrument of your science
can see them; and notwithstanding you draw
the line; that is because your philosophy is
linear made into present; with an instant age-

ing; for you get older at each instant; the
philosophies pass and the fruits remain; the

consequences remain; you are trialed with
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an inheritance, as a result of the philosophi-

cal trial of your thinking; I verily say unto
you that every thinking is a justice; and every

justice a thinking; the Father’s justice has no
equal; for the Father covers the infinity that

you shall traverse; which you cannot do; that
is why every law which came out of the

Father is prophetic; He sees the future of
worlds and creatures; even more, He sees

what has not yet been created; the lines
Alpha have got the fire of the suns; the fire

of the solar luminaries creates matter; matter
and spirit are equal creations in first law;

which means that the point of departure
came out of themselves; for matter has free

will as well as the spirit; no one is less before
God; neither matter nor spirit; both are the
same; the lines Alpha are in everything; for

what is of God is in everything; and all claim

the presence of the Creator; the materialized
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free will of the Creator exists; and there is
the present free will; He is everywhere; He

looks at Himself; His forms of being present

without being seen are infinite; for He is not

only in your dimension; He is also in others;
for His creation has neither a beginning nor
an end; the lines Alpha connect the mole-

cules and microbes with the remote suns;
there is a hustle and bustle around you as
you have never imagined; for you requested
to ignore it; for your trials of life to be ful-

filled; when you leave the body of flesh, you

can see everything; you return to the normal
state, which you had before you got joined

to a body; your request of life included a body
of flesh; not all the bodies of the Universe

are of flesh; for the Father’s creation is nei-

ther subordinated nor limited to anything;
simply, everything that is imagined exists; if

you do not understand such simple law, it is
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because your intelligence does not suffice in

order to understand it; you are poorly
evolved; you are microscopic before the infin-

ity; it is because of this evolutional complex

that you were taught to be humble above

everything; this way you avoid falling into
negations of laws which you do not under-

stand; but, they have always existed; it is
more likely for one who had humility before

the infinity which he/she did not know to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one

who denied what he/she did not understand;
in any of the trials and circumstances which
was meant for you in the trials of life, humil-

ity is always the first; then comes joy and

patience; for all of them become humility;
the most perfect humility is that one which
includes joy and patience; humility, joy and
patience are the goal of all your 318 virtues,

which compose your thinking; for all of them
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have got the right and the equality to become
happy; just as your spirit has it; it is because

of this universal law that the world shall
regret; Woe betide those who scandalized!!
In any of its forms; in body, ideas, bad exam-

ples, vices, indecent language; for no one
who scandalized shall enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; every scandalous being shall not be
resurrected in the year 2001 either; nor any-

one who lived immorality in all its forms; I

verily say unto you that the 318 virtues of
your thinking accuse the spirit in the King-

dom of Heavens; when it has violated the
Father’s law; and when it did not live accord-

ing to the Scriptures; you human creatures
live according to men, and not according to
the Father; all those who lived according to
the moral of men, shall not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; for they have lived a strange
morality; it is more likely for a hermit who
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did not know the morality of men to enter

the Kingdom, than for one who got to know
it; the Father’s morality teaches equality; it

does not divide His children in rich and poor;

for all received life equally; and all of you
should have exercised equality; in recogni-

tion of the One who gave you life equally;
you promised the Father to imitate Him in

all His laws; And what did you do? You did

the opposite; the opposite to the morality of

His Commandments; you exalted money, and

despised humility; you divided yourselves by
serving many masters; knowing that only
satan divides himself; I verily say unto you

that all those who participated in the damned
work of satan, shall not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; it is more likely for one who did

not live the life system based on gold to enter
the Kingdom, than for one who lived it; he
who did not live such scandalous system of
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injustices, fled from the demon; he fled from

life’s delusion; a delusion which did not take
into account the Father’s Scriptures; if you
had taken into account the Father’s Scrip-

tures, you would not know division in any of
its forms; you would not need a final judg-

ment; it would not be necessary; you would

have God’s morality; but, it was not that way;

you have got the morality of the demons

called rich; you followed them in life; may

the rich give you the eternity; for one cannot
serve two masters; your Creator shall give
you nothing; for you did not claim to Him;

may those who you claimed to give it to you;
for those who you followed and imitated in
life, no one shall enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; it is more likely for a camel to pass
through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; the same law is

fulfilled by its followers; I verily say unto you
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that because of the so-called rich, none of
you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for
these demons of ambition gave you the life

system based on the calculation of gold; a

system of shrewdness and distrust, in which
my humble were never considered first; just

as it was mandated to you; every humble is
first before God; And why did you damned

rich beings not proclaim them first? Did you

not give them the best of your laws? Why

did you not give them the government of this
world? And you hypocrites promised the
Father to please Him above everything; you

promised to fulfill the Scriptures; behold

your work demons of wealth; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; behold the

tragedy provoked by you; no child of this
world who got to know you shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; you have got satan’s

inheritance; wherever you are, you shall find
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divided children; and no divided spirit shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold how

costly it is to violate the Father’s law; you
were warned of your damned philosophy of
wealth; but you insisted in knowing it as a

trial in your earthly life; all that the children

try to trial on the remote planets are warned
by the divine Father Jehovah; for the Father
sees the future of each one; and you insisted

in virtue of your free will; the Father does
not oppose anything; for He knows that His

children are to go through everything; the
destiny of perfection has no limits; the Father
advises and the children choose; when the
Father advised those who you know as rich,
He did so by seeing the future calvary of this
world; He saw how generations after genera-

tions were going to be deceived in a false
justice; He saw how the world of the future

would fall into the clutches of the demons of
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ambition; being there a hereditary ambition,
there cannot be justice; for the true justice

does not know self-interest; your Father saw
how gold would take possession of the
world’s minds; He saw the vile deeds and

immoralities that would be committed

because of the influence of gold; but, the
blinds in spirit insisted in trialing wealth; it

would have been better for them not have

been rich; for now they shall be poor; and the
poor shall be the first in the Father’s Glory;

I verily say unto you, rich beings of the world,
that you shall remain in the most atrocious
poverty; thus you requested it in the King-

dom of Heavens; and so shall it be; no one

requested in the Kingdom to make others
poor; because of you damned rich, my hum-

ble got to know poverty; if there is a shortage
of a totality, it is because others usurped it;

if there were no usurpers, there would be no
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shortage of anything; if there were poor peo-

ple in this world, it is because there were
rich; the poor are the product of the rich; and
not the rich the product of the poor; for they

would be justified; the so-called rich was
rich, because he was shrewder; a demoniac

inheritance; shrewdness is proper of the
demon; shrewdness tries to surprise the tran-

quility of its fellow beings; shrewdness is
validated when one battles the own demon

with it; and your brethren are not demons;
it is more likely for one who was not shrewd

with his brethren to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for one who was; the Alpha

lines have got a magnetism which is the same
one which you have; for matter and spirit had

the same magnetic saturation in the point of
origin; the magnetic saturation is born and

never ceases expanding; its behavior is the
same as the behavior of the Universe; what
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is up above is the same as down below; for

the Universe in its entirety came out of one

same law; created by the same Father; the
Alpha lines shall accompany you for eterni-

ties; for their expansions have got no end;

the magnetism which you feel and do not see

is as material as yourselves; the Universe
which you requested is just a negligible part

of the Universe as such; your Universe is

unknown; for infinity annuls the infinity;
indeed all are the great unknown ones; even

if the worlds get to know each other; an infinity which shall never know a limit, shall pend

on everyone; the eternities ignore the eternities; only the Father knows it all; for He cre-

ated everything; the Alpha lines explain the

origin of the own life; they explain how
things were made; for the Father’s creation
started when you did not exist; it is for this
cause that the knowledge of creation never
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came out nor shall come out of men’s knowl-

edge; therefore, all that was written about
the beginning of things, does not correspond

to reality; but everything that was formulated
and talked about has always existed; for
everything exists; what cannot be proved in

one world, exists in other worlds; it exists in
remote galaxies; for what is impossible does

not exist in the Father; being at the same

time the Creator of what is impossible; what
is impossible, nothingness, emptiness,
doubt, and the maybe are as living as you are;
and all of you get together again in the same

place, where you got to know each other and
made covenants in order to know a life called
human; a life which you did not know; for in

order to know the lives of the Universe one

has to live them; it is what I wanted to tell
you in the oldest divine mandate of the Uni-

verse: Thou shalt earn thy bread on the sweat
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of thy face; fulfilling the earthly life according
to the Commandments, you attain the eter-

nal life; if you get to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, you are eternal; behold one of the

divine intentions of your Father; each parable
contains untold intentions; for a desire can

be expressed in many ways; I verily say unto
you that you shall know just now the true

meaning of the Father’s Scriptures; you shall
know it by the own Father; every parable

which came out of the Father has no limits;

for nothing in the Father has it; you in order

to be trialed, requested the Scriptures by
parables; you requested to be trialed starting
from the own Scriptures; you were deter-

mined to struggle against indifference which

would take control of you; and I verily say
unto you that all of you fell in this trial; no

one in this world knows the Father’s Scrip-

tures by heart; none of you fulfilled what you
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promised when you received life; all of you

promised to be born in order to exalt what
is of the Father above everything in life; but,

you did not fulfill it; and if you did not fulfill
it, What can you expect from the Father? I

verily say unto you that in order to claim any
award, first one has to fulfill what was prom-

ised; not fulfilling it is an immorality; it is
more likely for one who fulfilled it to enter

the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who

did not; the Father’s justice is based on the

own Scriptures which you requested; nothing
which is not in the Scriptures and Command-

ments is done; what you call religions are not
in the Scriptures; they are not trees planted

by the Father; and they shall be pulled out
from their roots from the human evolution;
the Father neither divides nor confuses any

of His children with many beliefs; that is to

divide the world; only satan divides and he
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divides himself; the so-called religions shall

not be taken into account, for their creators
shall be judged according to the Father’s
Scriptures; they shall be judged like the rest

of the creatures; I verily say unto you that
the religious beings shall be the less envied

in this world; for because of the so-called
religions, this humanity shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for they were divided

in the living belief; the Father’s Scriptures
were not fulfilled; for they were violated by

the false prophets of the rock; behold a truth;
the so-called religious beings are the anti-

christs; for they traded with the faith of the

world; I verily say unto you that it is enough

to violate one microscopic part of the Father’s
Scriptures, and one is already an antichrist;
and the selfish beings of the rock not only

violated them in one microscopic part; but,

they violated them in such degree that no
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creature of this world shall enter the King-

dom of Heavens; behold the creators of the

greatest tragedy of this world; behold the
false prophets of my Word; behold the rock
of the human selfishness; a selfishness only

comparable to the pharaonic selfishness;
demons who also thought of themselves as

being unique; who thought they would never

be judged by the divinity; and the divinity
judged them and did not leave a single one

of them on this Earth; the same thing shall

happen to the rock of the human selfishness;
neither a trader of the faith nor a trader of

others’ needs shall remain; I verily say unto

you that neither religious nor traders are
known in the Kingdom of Heavens; in the
Kingdom no one knows self-interest in any

imaginable form; nor any philosophy which

divides others is known; all live the celestial

communism there, with a child’s philosophy;
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the religious philosophy and the commercial
philosophy are proper of a remote and

unknown planet called Earth; behold a divine

Revelation, which shall scare the religions
and the traders of this world; nobody ordered

them to be self-interested and exploiters;
they should have fought against such tendency; they were their trials in life; I verily
say unto you that they shall have their weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth; for they shall be

the first in being judged; for thus they
requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; all

those who contributed to my humble’s longsuffering is first in the Father’s justice; and

every long-suffering being, the last one in the
justice; evil has got hierarchies; and the more

illustrated one was in this selfish life system,
the first he/she is in the Father’s justice; no

one should have exalted him/herself in this

world if there were children who were
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undergoing hunger and cold; it is a living

immorality; every long-suffering and despised
being shall be awarded; for only by overcom-

ing difficulty one fulfilled the supreme man-

date; the Creator of life awards those who

succeeded in bearing the load which they

themselves requested; there is no other
greater merit; it is an authentic spiritual merit.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE GALAXIES; THE
THINKING EXPANSIVE UNIVERSE; NO
ONE SHALL EVER BE ABLE TO CALCULATE
THE NUMBER OF MATTERS; THE GALAXY
TRINO.Yes little son; the origin of the Universe was

just one; and not because of that it stops being
infinite in variety; this beginning only makes

its attribute and quality, infinitely expansive,
to have infinite beginnings of universes; the
beginnings succeed the beginnings; for noth-

ing has a limit in the Father’s creation; the
beginnings of worlds are counted by infini-

ties; there are as many beginnings as there

are worlds contained in the Thinking Expansive Universe; every origin or beginning is
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requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; and

every origin is written in the immortal solar

books; everything that was, is and shall be is
there; for there are also Books of the Future;
no one has ever been able to count the num-

ber of Solar Books; it happens as it happens

with the number of planets of the Universe;

whichever the beginnings are, they teach the
divine existence of one God only; the only
God is in all the imaginable forms; for noth-

ing has any limits in the Father; therefore,
the conception of the Father is not unique;

even if it is unique in the teaching of the
Holy Scriptures; for as the spirits are born,

infinite concepts of the Creator are being
born in them; that is why it was written: To

see the Kingdom of God it is necessary to
be born again; the Kingdom of Heavens is
infinite in heavens; even if one never comes
out of one of them; you human spirits have
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not come out of the heavens of the galaxy
Trino; for being born again has no end; and

the future perfection shall never have any
limits; even if one visits worlds, one has not

come out of the own heaven; you are in a
dimension which you know a little; it is so
infinite what you are to know, that you prac-

tically know nothing; the own infinite makes
what one knows disappear; remaining the
experience only; the knowledge; the salt of

life; I verily say unto you that he who stops

being born, remains in one sole form of life;
until boredom overcomes him/her; and he/

she requests to be born again; the succession
of the existences in a spirit shall never have

an end; for what the Father creates has no

end; eternity is carried within yourselves;
and it is in your ideas; in your thinking; and

since there is no idea equal to another, is that
you create future matters; the ideas are like
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the individuality; an individuality which is
the same as another has neither existed nor

shall exist in this world; this is because in the
development of the free will, in other existences, one did not have the same opportuni-

ties; each one’s destiny was different; the salt
of life, in its attribute and quality, was not
the same; behold the cause of why you are

not equal; neither physically nor spiritually;

your destiny comes out of your acts; for each
one makes his/her own destiny; the matter

in which you are came out of the suns Alpha

and Omega; and you requested the Father to

know the attribute and quality of this matter;
you requested a new form of life; one of the
many that you have had and shall have; for
every spirit is born again.-
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Yes little son; the galaxies form families;
divine agreements which come from the
Kingdom of Heavens; divine planetary cov-

enants; this agreements succeed each other

through all eternity; for there has always
been a Universe; the wise men of the Earth
search for the beginning of the Universe in

vain; the beginning is the own infinity; for

no beginning has nor shall have any limits;
and if one believes it has it, this is relative;
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which does not stop it from being infinite;

the Thinking Expansive Universe is a swarm

of galactic families; just as you form families,
so do the worlds form them; what is up above

is the same as down below; the equality
which came out of the Father acquires infi-

nite forms; for what is of the Father has got

no limits in anything; I verily say unto you

that there is no limit in the Universe; nor

shall it ever exist; the limit which is searched
by men is a product of the own limitation of
the world in which they are; in each world

which one passes through, one gets to know
a determined limitation; in its attribute and
quality; for nothing has any limits in the Cre-

ator; the concepts of what is limited are infi-

nite; for one never stops learning in the
eternity; it has no limits; behold a light for
every knowledge; if the creatures of the Uni-

verse requested to know pure concepts of
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limits, they would never have any limits in

it; but, man does not live on limits alone; the
human life is eternal from the worlds’ point
of view; their form of life; and the spirit is so

by right and birth; each one by being born in

worlds which have no limits, can request the
Father to go to worlds of humans of other

evolutions; if one goes to worlds of less
knowledge than what he/she knew, the spirit
shall be a genius in that world; the opposite
is to go to a more advanced world in order

to learn; your Earth is a world of trials; behold
the cause of your isolation; why other creatures do not visit you; why planetary com-

munication is not established with you in a

permanent way; the worlds know that your

world and its terrestrial creatures, have got

a divine mandate to fulfill; they know that
you were given Commandments and Scrip-

tures; they know that you have a life on trials;
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and they know that after a trial comes a judg-

ment on it; I verily say unto you that many
creatures have visited you; violating their

own laws; and others fulfilling missions; they

are within the law; such is the free will of the
worlds; just as the human free will behaves;

what is up above is the same as down below;
those creatures who visited you by violating

the laws which were given to them, shall pay
for their error; they are called for judgment

before the Father; that is what occurred to

the pharaonic dynasty in your world; those

creatures of a galactic origin violated the laws
which Father Jehovah entrusted them; they

were uprooted from the human generation;
otherwise, all of you would have been born

slaves; behold a trial of life, no human, which
fell before the Father; behold a story which

fascinates the world; behold the unknown
causes of the coming of these beings to this
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planet; behold a mystery which shall stop
from being so; behold the true story of the

beginning of this world; a beginning which

was falsified many times; it is more likely for
one who recognized how microscopic his
knowledge was to enter the Kingdom, than

for one who did not recognize it; than for one
who did not admit what he did not know;
many investigators and historians have fallen
into falseness; none of them shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; your world belongs to

the galaxy Trino; which means Three in One;
Father, Son, and Mother; and one sole belief

in God; for the truth is only one; the meaning
of Trino is infinite; for their creatures do not
think the same; but, every thinking is eter-

nally subordinated to the Father’s mandates;
to His Scriptures above everything; before
God, a concept is equivalent to infinite inter-

pretations; and that concept is not distorted;
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it is the intention contained in each idea
which is worthy before God; behold a divine

explanation which is all simplicity; which

reverberates in every living destiny; the
Father does not need tedious equations in
order to explain the eternity of His laws; the
living Word is enough to Him; for His own

divine perfection allows Him to; and from
the greatest simplicity that you can imagine,
the Father explains everything; even more;

He is not subject to the inevitable as you are;
for He can change the history of the Earth in

an instant; and that change has got an infinite
variety; its attribute and quality; the galaxy

Trino, being infinite, is unknown; for the
number of galaxies neither has nor shall it

ever have and end; the Universe is infinitely
expansive; it does not have any limits at any
instant; it has never has it; the galaxies are

renewed eternally; worlds are born and die;
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just as the creatures are born and die; what

is up above is the same as down below; the
living succession is for matter as well as for
the spirit; both of them requested it; for mat-

ter and spirit are equal in rights before God;
every planet is born again; for nothing has

any limits in the Father; and nothing is
impossible to Him; and He is Creator of what

is impossible; the galaxy Trino had a solar
beginning; this galaxy has got infinite suns,

which one shall never be able to count; the
suns Alpha and Omega are among the infi-

nite suns; creative luminaries of your planet
Earth; these suns, as infinite others, still con-

tinue creating planets; and they shall do it

through all eternity; I verily say unto you that
your planet Earth will end, and the suns
Alpha and Omega shall still be creating

future planets; just as you create inheritance,
likewise occurs up above; what is up above
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is the same as down below; matter creates in
the macrocosm; it has the same rights to cre-

ate as your spirit has it; which is not alone;
it has matter-flesh; the suns are creatures as
living as you are; my First-born Son Christ

is a First-born Sun; First Son and Older; it is

because of this solar law that it was written:

And he shall come to the world as shining as
a sun of wisdom; a wisdom which is not in

any terrestrial textbook; a wisdom which
shall change the human knowledge; matter
and spirit have got new universal concepts;

your science attained what it requested in

the Kingdom of Heavens; and it got to its

limit; not because of that you stop from hav-

ing a free will in your scientific research; your
science turns alive in the Father’s presence;

and all those who had to do with it are judged
before the Father; I verily say unto you that

every science demands the laws and the
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morality of the Father’s Scriptures; every-

thing that exists tries to please the Father,
within their laws; matter and spirit rival each
other in it in the Kingdom of Heavens; I ver-

ily say unto you that the spirits experience
the greatest surprise when they return from

the remote planets; What scenes can one
see!! Many repent of having known life; they
repent of having requested it; this occurs in
those who never searched for the Father in

their worlds; the greatest embarrassment

takes hold of them; for they experience
ungratefulness as they have never felt; the
virtues fight against darkness for the posses-

sion of a spirit; ungratefulness is the own
demon; and he who was ungrateful with his
Creator, is exposed to being taken by ungrate-

fulness; only repentance can fight against the

evil done; repentance has got the same rights,

which the other virtues have; I verily say unto
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you that it is more likely for one who repented
to be saved, than for one who did not repent;

he who does not repent is not taken into
account; for the own spirit closes its door to

the laws of the light; darkness easily takes
over one who has no faith; for faith and the

own repentance are a barrier for darkness;
they feel cut off; this is why you were taught

to cultivate faith; for faith moves mountains;
behold a parable which talks for all the vir-

tues of the spirit; for every virtue needs the
faith; and they without faith would not have
accompanied your spirit in order to know a
new life; they would not have made cove-

nants with the molecules of your flesh; with-

out faith, your Creator would not have

created the Universe; for the absence of faith
leads to nothing; in your world, there would
not be inventors if they had no faith in their
inventions; likewise the Father; what is up
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above is the same as down below; the powers
of the Kingdom are great according to humil-

ity and faith; when faith gets materialized, it

tends to get distorted; this is more notorious
in life systems which are not of the Father;

like yours; which is a life system that came
out of men, who did not take the Scriptures

into consideration, in order to create it; this

kind of faith is a mundane faith; a faith which
was born by the influence of self-interest; a

self-interest which was not interested in the

Father’s things; there are infinite kinds of
interests; the true faith, the eternal one, is

that which in its attribute and quality was
interested for what is of the Father, above

everything; above all the other interests;
above every life system; above oneself; for
what is of the Father is first in the Universe;
after the Father comes all the rest; comes an

entire hierarchical order which has no end;
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each one’s destinies are linked to other
worlds; for every spirit has been born many

times; and it is characteristic that each spirit
has pending debts and awards, which come
from other existences which it had in other

planets; interests which it created in remote

dwellings; just as it created them on Earth;

what is up above is the same as down below;

I verily say unto you that the spirit curses
with all its might when it is given a life sys-

tem alien to the Father’s Scriptures to be

lived; for it cannot enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; it is accused of complicity in the
violation, for it lived such system; it shared

it; and it divided its promise made to the
Father, before going out of the Kingdom of

Heavens; it promised the Father not to be
divided even in the most minimal way; for

no divided spirit enters the Kingdom of
Heavens; only satan divides himself; and he
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divides others, so that no one returns to the

Father; behold a Revelation which teaches

you that your own life system is the own
demon; for you are divided in rich and poor;
neither rich nor poor are known in the King-

dom of Heavens; in the Kingdom of Heavens
there is equality; the Celestial Communism,
with a philosophy of a child; selfishness in

all its forms is unknown there; what you
defend so much is unknown; private property

is unknown; the word: This is mine, is
unknown; commerce and every form of

exploitation is unknown; I verily say unto

you that this Revelation shall scare the
demons of this world; it shall scare the most

immoral beings that this world has; it shall

scare the bankers, the loaners, exploiters,
usurers, opportunists, mean, traders, reli-

gious, deceivers of all the categories; it shall

scare every capitalist whose god is gold; I
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verily say unto you that all these immoral
people shall not enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; no one who contributed to give life to

the shameful life system in which you are
immersed; for every tree which the divine
Father Jehovah did not plant, shall be pulled

out from its roots; this means in others
words, every philosophy, every science and

every mental creation, which did not take the
Father’s Scriptures into account; and since

what is of the Father is universal, it is the
entire materialistic world which falls; a cor-

rupted world; an immoral and scandalous
world; a world which requested to be trialed,
in its request of life; a world which request-

ing such trial, did so requesting to ignore its

past and future, too; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of this generation; each of

you requested the instant which you shall

live; as you requested the instants which you
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lived; for everything is requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; even the most microscopic
and the most minimal thing; what you have
felt in what is visible and invisible; I verily

say unto you that the instant of the judgment
that you are going through, you already went

through in other existences; for you have

been born many times; and you shall be born
many times; one is born searching for a truth;
for each existence that the spirit has, is the

continuation of its perfection; one existence
gives place to another; all of them together
is the perfection which one enjoys; it is the

living perfection; the future body of flesh
comes out of what was learned in an exis-

tence; what was learnt is the Knowledge; and
it is called the salt of life; it was written: You

are the salt of life; you are the continuation

of your own eternity; according to your
deeds; according to the way that your free
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will took; behold the beginning of all the

physical and spiritual disparities; you are the
product of what you were in the past; your

heaven came out of what you did; for each
one makes his/her own heaven in each exis-

tence; for each one generated ideas; behold

the origin of your eternity; an abysmal law
because of its simplicity; there shall be nothing in knowledge that shall surpass it in sim-

plicity; the Creator creates what is colossal

from what is simple; He takes out what is
gigantic from what is microscopic; and what-

ever more microscopic than your invisible

ideas? The ideas are only felt; they do not let
themselves be seen; nor does anybody deny
his/her ideas; behold a question which shall

disturb the materialistic beings of this world;
the simple ideas shall put them into trouble;
I verily say unto you that every negation in

the thinking, is a reality in the remote
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galaxies; for there were others before you;
and others before others; and so on up to

where your mind can imagine; I verily say
unto you that as there are worlds of solar
origin, so are there worlds of carnal origin,
too; worlds which are a product of the invis-

ible ideas; for every idea matures in space;
just as a seed matures in your Earth; what is
up above is the same as down below; I verily
say unto you that everything matures in the

Universe; matter and spirit mature; it is a

process in which no one notices it; only the
virtues of the Kingdom see what the Father

sees; for every hierarchy sees according to
the degree of knowledge attained; and while

one is a First-born Solar Son, one is closer to
the Father; the Celestial hierarchies have no

known number; for what is of the Father has
neither a beginning nor an end; the material

and the spiritual Universe transform
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themselves mutually; either one is matter or
spirit; and vice versa; they combine them-

selves in an infinite degree; the Ark of Cov-

enants has no limits; not only you have it;
the Ark of Covenants is the own Universe;

for no one is obliged to get materialized;
every existing creation came out from one’s
own will; the Father’s power does not need
to oblige; to oblige is a synonym of imperfec-

tion; concerning to the infinite power of your
Creator; the Universe is so infinite that

everything exists; and what exists has no
known limit; it is enough to generate ideas
and one is starting an eternity; to a Universe

which shall be eternally expansive; which

shall never know any limit, so has it been
and so shall it be; I verily say unto you that

this Revelation shall abyss the creators of the
beginning of universes; they never imagined

that from the most microscopic thing that
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they have in themselves, the present Uni-

verse has come out; those which have been
and those which shall be; for they never stud-

ied my Scriptures as they were mandated; if

they had deepened the Father’s Scriptures,
they would have found a parable that says:

One has to be humble in order to become
great in the Kingdom of Heavens; in other
words, one has to be microscopic in order to
become colossal; humble for the spirit and

microscopic for matter; for matter and spirit

are the same in rights before God; no wise

man of this world searched; that is why none
of them had the glory of finding the origin of
this world; they were not humble with the

Father’s mandate; He who searches shall find.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE ORIGIN OF GEOMETRY; THE UNIVERSE IS GEOMETRICALLY EXPANSIVE;
THE GEOMETRY OF THE IDEAS, IS THE
GEOMETRY OF THE WORLDS.Yes little son; the Universe is geometrically
expansive; the planets are a product of the
ideas; the ideas which each thinking crea-

ture emanates, become materialized; which

means that each one makes his own heaven;
the ideas do not die; they are as eternal as

the own spirit; matter and spirit are equal

before God; both have got the same right
to eternity; the ideas constitute the eter-

nal beginning in each thinking being; each

idea which is emanated daily is geometrical; and no idea is identical to another; even
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if they look similar; each idea when being
generated, creates its own time, space, and
philosophy; each idea is different in geom-

etry to the other; for each idea makes use
of a free will, which is different to the free

wills of the others; behold the trinity in the
ideas; many ideas in only one thinking; just

as the trinity in the Father; Father, Son and
Mother; and just one God only; there is the

infinite subordination; in matter as well as in
spirit; in the molecules and in the ideas; in
what is visible and invisible; the ideas have

got colors; these colors shall constitute the
future nature of the future worlds; for one

has to be very little and humble in order to

become great in the Kingdom of Heavens;
a universal law for matter and spirit; I ver-

ily say unto you that your planet emerged
from the invisible to the visible; for it was a

microbe; a microscopic sparklet of fire, which
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came out of the suns Alpha and Omega; this

little sparklet was one of other infinite ones,
which are still being born from this couple
of suns; without counting the other infinite

couples of solar luminaries; the solar little
sparklets started to emerge when the divine

Father Jehovah said: Let there be light and

there was light; colossal suns initiated the
creation, which is still expanding; for what

is of the Father has got neither a beginning

nor an end; your beginning is a solar begin-

ning; the Alpha beginning; and your end, the
Omega; Alpha is first geometry; represented
by the materialistic world; the world which

is coming to its end; Omega is the world

which gets initiated; the world of the future;
a world which came out of another; Alpha is a

world of trials; in which its creatures neither
know their origin nor their destiny; from the
scientific point of view.-
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Yes little son; the suns Alpha and Omega still

continue creating solar sparklets of future
planets; the celestial time reigns in the macrocosm; a celestial second is equivalent to a

terrestrial century; the geometry of the Earth
is a geometry which came out of the solar
ideas; what is up above is the same as down
below; for up above and down below came

out of a same law; what is happening down
below, happened to up above, so many eter-

nities ago; for everything is born microscopic
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in order to become great in the Kingdom of

Heavens; in the celestial drawing one can see
the dimensions through which the worlds
move about; these dimensions are born from

the interior of the suns; they are solar fluids;
a new term in order to explain the living mag-

netism of the suns; the solar fluids are the

virtues of the individuality of the suns; just
as you have got sensations in your individual-

ity; and if you amplify the same thing which
you feel, you shall become suns; your spirit
is a pale reflex of the colossal suns’ fire; this

amplification must be infinite; the being born
again fulfills this law; the number of exis-

tences; which go on expanding your fluids;
the knowledge of each existence is fire; it is

the salt of life; a knowledge is also a geometry; for the future body which one is going

to have in the future is born from what was

learnt in one existence; your form comes out
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of yourselves; for each one makes his own
heaven; just as the planets are born from the

ideas; whoever denies this, denies the divine

inheritance which the Father put in them; all
of you have got the Father’s inheritance;
what is up above is the same as down below;
the Father is infinite and gigantic; the chil-

dren of the Universe, microscopic; I verily
say unto you that all of you were what you

see on the planet; you were microbes, insects,
metals, vegetal, animals; you were very little
in order to become a little greater; in under-

standing and form; it is spirit and molecule;
whoever denies their own merit, their own

effort, denies experience; and experience
shall accuse them before the Father; for
everything turns living before God; He is a

God of the living , and not of the dead;

according to the human concept; and I verily

say unto you that experience stops from
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making divine covenants, for the future, with
a spirit who denied it; this law is fulfilled up
to the most minimal; every denial made in

this world, finds its answer in the same place
where you came out of; when you came out

of the Kingdom of Heavens, you came out
with a perfect concept of eternity; everything
existed to you in heaven; for you saw it and

you lived it; and seeing everything, you
requested a forgetfulness of the past; in the
own request of life; this forgetfulness is the

characteristic of the life which you chose; one
of the infinite kinds of life which exist in the

Universe; just as you requested your life and

its characteristics, so did other creatures
request their own; you are not the only ones;
no one is unique in the Universe; for what is

of the Father has got neither a beginning nor

an end; no one in the Universe knows who

was first after the Father; only the Father
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knows; I verily say unto you that all those

who thought of themselves as being the only
ones, none of them shall enter the Kingdom

of Heavens; Were they not taught that the

Father is infinite? Did they not see with their
own eyes that the Universe has no end? And
even so, they denied the Father’s greatness;

they shall be called renegade spirits; and they
represent along with the so-called religious

beings, the least evolved beings of this world;

geometry makes covenants between creature
and planet; every geometry is born in the
suns, just as the spirits are born; for all have

the same right to be born; the known and the

unknown; I verily say unto you that geometry
is spirit and matter; for being you geometri-

cal, you are spirit and flesh; even the virtues

and ideas are geometrical; you talked to the
living geometry and with everything which

you are; every life shows itself in the
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Kingdom; which means that you talk in your
everything; your 318 virtues talk with your

physical body; the molecules talk, the cells,

the hair, the blood, the bones, and everything

that you have; not even the most minimal
stops from talking in the Kingdom; for the
Father can do it all; these divine conversations are telepathic and verbal; they are previ-

ous to the own incarnation; I verily say unto
you that the reincarnation is the Alpha and

Omega of the divine Verb; without the births,

no one would know each other; no one would
progress; no one would advance in wisdom;

no one would see the Father; for one sees the
Father according to the evolution; according
to the attained salt of life; according to the

attained spiritual merit; according to the
sweat on the face; the reincarnation corre-

sponds to the divine parable: Every spirit is
born again; it returns to life; for having the
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Father’s eternal inheritance, it can know lives
for all eternity; what one receives from the

Father has neither a beginning nor an end; I
know son that you are thinking of such sim-

ple parable; and I see that you are wandering
why the studious of my Scriptures have not
proclaimed the eternal succession of the existences yet; So it is divine Father Jehovah; I shall

tell you so little son; it is pure intellectual
selfishness; these selfish demons have never
wanted to simplify my Scriptures; the reli-

gious rock, by mere selfishness, even forbade
my Scriptures to be read; none of these selfish demons shall enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; these selfish beings believed of

themselves as being the only ones; Gross
error! The only ones in this world are the
humble; for it is written that every humble

is first before the Father; it does not say every

religious one is first; for no trader of the faith
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shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is
more likely for one who did not know any

religion to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for one who got to know it; he who did
not know religion, divided no one; he who

knew religion, got to know division; and only

satan divides himself; no spirit who is divided

in its concept towards the Father, shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; the Father is one;

the truth is one; none of you requested in
the Kingdom to divide another; not even in
the most minimal; it was written: Do not do

to others what you would not like them to

do to you; those who divided others, likewise
shall they be divided between light and dark-

ness; with the rod with which they measured
others, so shall they be measured; with the

same Scripture with which they deceived

others, with the same one shall they be
judged; I verily say unto you that all those
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who deceived in this world, it would have
been better for them not to have been born;
for matter and spirit of your Ark of Cove-

nants, shall accuse you in the Kingdom of
Heavens; and when you request to be born

again, neither matter nor spirit, which were

deceived, shall accompany you; it is more
likely for one who neither got to know nor

heard about deceit to enter the Kingdom,
than for one who got to know or heard about
it; I verily say unto you that even darkness
has got its geometry; and if you saw it, you
would be filled with dread; he who perse-

vered in life not considering the Father’s
Scriptures above everything, has got his

geometry of darkness; and he who respected
the Father’s Law above everything, has got
the geometry of the light; those who served

two masters shall be contended for by the

forces of the light and darkness, for one
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cannot serve two gods; and every violation
done in life is a master of darkness; it is a

contradiction in the spirit; this characteristic
of your life, is due to the own life system;
which has got a strange morality; a morality

which should have never existed; for they are

not taught by the Father’s Scriptures; and all
which is lived and which is not in the Scrip-

tures is strange in the Kingdom of Heavens;
I verily say unto you that no strange one in
morality, shall enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; one cannot serve good and evil; like the
so-called christians do; they say they serve

God, and they love scandals; they take pleasure in watching nudes; the vices; the com-

merce of the virtues; they are the greatest
ignorant people of the Father’s Scriptures;
And they call themselves christians!! False

and hypocrite ones!! Because of the false
christians is that false prophet was written;
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christians by mouth; but not of knowledge;
I verily say unto you that the so-called christian world shall have its weeping and gnash-

ing of teeth; for no false or hypocrite being

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is
more likely for one who was not a christian

but who was neither false nor hypocrite to
enter the Kingdom, than for one who called
himself a christian, and was false and hypo-

crite; I verily say unto you that the Creator
judges His creatures according to His divine
mandates; according to His Scriptures; and

not according to religions; the so-called reli-

gions are not trees planted by the divine
Father Jehovah; and they shall be pulled out

from the human evolution from its roots; the
so-called religions are unknown in the King-

dom of Heavens; and so is every philosophy
that divides its fellow beings; behold a Rev-

elation which shall become a terror among
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those who believed; but, there are infinite

kinds of beliefs; some pleasant and some
unpleasant to the Father; the pleasant one is
that which strictly keeps to His Scriptures;

the unpleasant one is that which does not
fulfill the Scriptures; that which makes a

scandalous commerce with others’ beliefs;
that which divides by mere selfishness; that

which sows confusion among millions of
minds; I verily say unto you that this kind of
belief is the first one to be judged; for it was
the first one to cast the first stone of false-

ness; whose fruit is tragedy; because of the

religious rock this world shall not enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; behold satan disguised

in a false belief; behold the supreme surprise

among the surprises; the surprise which a
burglar causes; this parable was written
because of the rock; for they stole the right

to enter the Kingdom of Heavens from the
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world; the surprise for those who believed

cannot be greater; the believers were so

deluded, just as their false guides; all of them
being influenced by the illusion of the mun-

dane life; and what increased blindness even
more was the material adoration; the adora-

tion which has a lot of the pharaonic influ-

ence; I verily say unto you that the fall of the

selfish rock is about to happen; for every

request in a philosophical trial of life has got
its time; a time succeeds another time; and
in the eternal succession of the times, new

events come; individual events and universal
events; the latter one is about to happen; up

to the last instant of the time which is run-

ning, the religious rock’s selfishness never
declined; hard as a rock; a selfishness only

comparable to the selfishness of the damned
pharaohs; that is why it was written many
centuries ago: Upon this rock I shall build
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my Church; upon the selfishness of these
spirits, I shall trial my divine Doctrine; that

is what my First-born Son meant; for every

spirit is trialed in life; the so-called religious

were trialed like the rest of the world; I verily
say unto you that within their trials as creatures, they falsified the content of the Scrip-

tures; and they shall have to pay such debt;
these spirits should have never believed of
themselves as being unique in the truth; for

representing the Father in this world was not
for them; such glory was for the humble; for

the meek at heart; for the Father’s first ones;
Were you not taught that every humble was

first? If he/she is first in the Kingdom of
Heavens, so is he/she in the remote worlds;

for what is up above is the same as down

below; behold a violation in the rights; if this
world had been governed by the humble, as

the Father’s Scriptures say, this world would
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not have the need of a Final Judgment; but,

because of the usurpation of rights, you are

called into question; I verily say unto you
that no usurper shall enter the Kingdom of

Heavens; it is more likely for one who
respected the rights of others’ to enter the

Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who
usurped them; behold a truth; something did
not fit with the strange morality of the so-

called religious beings; millions of beings

sensed the falseness; they only saw in the
false prophets a simple commerce of beliefs;

and all those who saw, sensed y said nothing,

shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; they
shall be accused of being accomplices of the

demon in this world; behold the weeping and
gnashing of teeth of millions who saw and

were indifferent; it was mandated to struggle
against the demon, with all one’s might; the
geometry of those who saw the demon act
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and said nothing, is a geometry of darkness;

without such geometry, you might have
entered the Kingdom of Heavens; all those
who sensed the false prophets of this world,
and did not denounce them, must add up all
the seconds of time in which they said noth-

ing; each second is an existence which must

be fulfilled out of the Kingdom of Heavens;
and every so-called religious, must add up

all the seconds of the time in which they
falsified the Scriptures; each second gone by,
is equivalent to an existence out of the King-

dom of Heavens; behold satan’s work; he
divides himself and divides others; whoever
knows him shall not enter the Father’s King-

dom; it is more likely for one who did not
know him to enter; the christian world who
got to know him, shall not know the King-

dom of Heavens; for no divided spirit has
entered the Kingdom; behold the falseness
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turned into a spiritual tragedy; the cause of
the weeping and gnashing of teeth; a univer-

sal tragedy; for all were created by the same

God; I verily say unto you that the religious

rock shall fall by her own law; she shall fall

by the own Father’s Scripture; she shall fall

by the same rod with which she measured

the world; without overlooking a single letter
of it; the letters of the Scriptures are also
living; each letter that was falsified accuses
those who falsified it; for in divine judg-

ments, matter and spirit become living; for

that is how the Father’s perfection allows it;

all participate in a judgment; all that you

imagined in life; what you created; act by act;
event by event; instant by instant; idea by

idea; occurrence by occurrence; and the time
you used also speaks; the hours, minutes,
and seconds speak; for all have got the same

rights as your spirit has; no one is less before
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the Creator of everything; all are equal in

rights; in their own laws which they requested
to fulfill; behold the Ark of Covenants in
Final Judgment; the Ark of Covenants is the

existent agreement between matter and
spirit; which requested to be trialed in their

respective laws; with forgetfulness of their
past; for they requested the trials of life; one

of the infinite kinds of life of the Universe; I
verily say unto you that each individuality of

yours constitutes a universe; for each one
makes his own heaven; each one is the cre-

ator of one’s own geometry, which his/her

universe shall have; destiny comes out of

each one; for you are eternal by your Father’s
inheritance; the fact of knowing and living

in perishable flesh bodies, does not limit
your eternity; the bodies of flesh are neces-

sary in order to be born again; to know what
you do not know; and having known
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everything, you request to know more;

knowledge in the Father is not reduced to
just one existence; Were you not taught that

what is of the Father has neither got a beginning nor an end? That He is infinite? And

being your Father Creator infinite, why do
you doubt of yourselves? Many poorly
evolved beings think that with the death of
the physical body, everything ends; I verily
say unto you that they deny the Father’s infi-

nite power; they deny His divine inheritance;
they are easy-attitude spirits who do not look
for their eternity; for he who searches shall

find; I verily say unto you that all those who

doubted their eternity, he/she shall be
doubted about in the Kingdom; the own liv-

ing eternity shall deny him/her; How costly

shall be for them to count on another eternity
in the future! All those who denied it, shall

not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for the
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supreme eternity dwells there; the Father’s

eternity; it is more likely for one who believed
in eternity to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for one who did not believe in it; no
skeptical being has ever entered the King-

dom; to the place of macrocosm, where
everything turns into a reality; behold an
eternity which shall make millions of skepti-

cal beings weep; who did not cultivate faith;

only with faith was life given to them; the
living faith shall accuse them in the Kingdom
of Heavens; of not having given it the impor-

tance which these spirits promised it before
the Father.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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HOW A PLANET IS BORN.- DICTATED BY
TELEPATHIC SCRIPTURE BY THE DIVINE
FAHER JEHOVAH.I shall dictate to you son how a planet is
born; as you see it in your mind, the birth of

the planets take place in the suns; So I can see
by your divine grace, Father Jehovah; I see that the
suns have got life; So it is son; that is why my

divine Gospel teaches that what is up above

is the same as down below; which means that
there is life on the planet where you are and

life in the suns, which are up above; What
else can you see son? I see that the solar mothers

are surrounded by multitude of cherubs; they are
son, multitudes which come from uncountable galaxies of the macro; Divine Father
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Jehovah, what are the cherubs and the macro? The
macrocosm is the own Kingdom of Heavens,
which my divine Gospel talks about on Earth;
the macro has got no limits; neither its plan-

ets nor its creatures have got any limits; all

are giants there; I will show it you on the
Solar Television; Oh! What a big creature! It
goes through the clouds and plays with it as if he
played with cotton! But, what do I see? He becomes
small? So it is son; I shall tell you that in the
macrocosm called Kingdom of Heavens, its

celestial creatures fulfill laws which are not

fulfilled by the human beings; for on your
planet Earth, the human beings were placed

just as a trial; I want to tell you that only

those who did not lose in the trials of life

shall continue being human; this is, those
who did not violate God’s divine laws, during
life; Divine Father Jehovah, What would happen
then to those who lost in the trials of life? They
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can request God other forms of life; for the

Eternal is infinite; since He is infinite, He
offers unlimited existences in number, so
that His children can improve themselves;
Was not taught in your world then, that God
has got no limits in power? So it is, divine

Father Jehovah; those who violated the divine

law of God, shall not be trusted in the divine
judgment of God; and by not trusting them,
the Son of God shall not have the divine will
of resurrecting them; Then divine Father Jeho-

vah, we do not only have one life; So it is son;
Why do you think it was written in my divine
Gospel: Every spirit is born again in order to

know a new life? Now I understand divine Father
Jehovah; and the divine parable that says: He who
is not born again, does not see the Kingdom of
God? It is the same thing son; I shall explain

to you this latter parable as follows: Imagine
that a spirit has lived, for example, a trillion
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of existences on a trillion planets; such spirit,
in that number of existences, got to know a

trillion concepts about God, and He is the
same God; How wonderful divine Father Jeho-

vah! But what marvels me more is the divine and
amazing simplicity with which You explain the
unknown causes to me; That is because the
Eternal by using the most simple of the psy-

chologies which any human mind can imagine, explains the most difficult; for nothing

is impossible to God; continuing with the
description of what you see, I shall tell you
that the divine cherubs are magnetic and liv-

ing hierarchies, in the Thinking Expansive
Universe of the divine Father Jehovah; the

Cherub, whose name means: Wanting to

become, represents the most microscopic
magnetic unit of creation; the divine cherub

is so microscopic that a molecule is a gigantic
planet by its side; Divine Father Jehovah, we the
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humans, Can we see the cherubs? No son, for the
cherubs fulfill a solar law; the human law has
to evolve infinitely more, in order to be able
to see and understand the cherub; it is men-

tioned in my divine Gospel, but, its science
is not explained; Why is it not explained, divine

Father Jehovah? The reason, son, is very simple; the psychology of my divine Gospel is a

psychology of trials; thus the human spirits’
free will requested God; it so happened that

when the human spirits decided to know a
form of life which they did not know, they
requested to be trialed in the human form,
starting from the divine Scriptures; and the
Eternal conceded it to them; for I shall tell

you, my son that each sensation or virtue,
which each human individuality has, was

requested to God, for the spirit did not know
it; this is why my divine Gospel says: Every

spirit is trialed; as it likewise says: The trials
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of life; in other words, the trials of life which
the human spirits requested God, is molecu-

lar; I see that you are astonished son; So it is

divine Father Jehovah; So it is always, when the
Eternal making use of His divine free will,

decides to give the light of knowledge to
some of His planets, it always causes amaze-

ment in the creatures of the respective planet;
regarding what is molecular, which I am talk-

ing to you about, it corresponds to the divine
judgment above everything, which the
human creatures requested God; Did they

request it divine Father Jehovah? That is right
son; for the request was molecular, the own

request is reduced to a molecule-sensationrequest; when speaking, which are audible
waves, its composition is by sounding mol-

ecules; the molecules which the mental
requests to God are composed of, were not

known by the spirit; the spirits wanted to
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live unknown sensations, which corre-

sponded to a planet which was also unknown;
Now I understand divine Father Jehovah, the term
molecular in the requests of life of your spirits;
continuing son with the divine cherubs, I
shall tell you that everything which sur-

rounds you is composed of cherubs; thus we
have the cherubs of the water, the cherubs
of the oceans, the cherubs of the earth, the

cherubs of the rocks, the cherubs of the
atmosphere, the cherubs of gravity, the cherubs of density, the cherubs of light, the cher-

ubs of flesh, the cherubs of blood, the cherubs
of the ideas, the cherubs of the hair, the cher-

ubs of the excrements, etc.; what is known
and what is unknown is composed of cher-

ubs; so it is that that by means of the divine

cherubs, my divine First-born Son acted;
when He calmed down the winds, He lov-

ingly and mentally ordered the cherubs of
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the winds; when He transformed the water
into wine, He ordered the cherubs of the liq-

uids; when He resurrected Lazarus, He

ordered the cherubs of life; and when He
said: I am going to the Father, He used the
cherubs of telepathy; and when He expiring

on the cross said: Father, Father, why have

you abandoned me? There in that sublime
instant, there was a telepathic shortage; the

agony of my First-born Son on the cross, had
an infinite meaning, which humanity never
imagined; the drama was inside; How fascinating divine Father Jehovah! Divine Eternal Father,
Who knows everything, why in the instant of
agony of your First-born Son did the Earth tremble? And the sun darkened? The reason for
that was the cherubs of the planetary depar-

tures of a solar parent; I shall explain it to

you son: From the body of my First-born Son

came out, in an invisible dimension, cords of
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orange color, whose extremes were united to
the molecules of the elements of the own
nature; when my First-born Son expired on

the cross, he transmitted vibrations to the

molecules through these solar cords; for
what I am talking to you about is not human

law; they are solar laws; for when the humans
die, they do not make the Earth tremble; So

it is divine Father Jehovah; in the law of the first-

born sons, the living molecules of the plan-

ets’ natures, cry for the abrupt departure of

those who were their creators, in very remote
times; What a fascinating law divine Father Jeho-

vah! This divine law, son, has got no limits;

for what concerns God has not got any; I shall
tell you more about it when I dictate to you
the subject titled: The Origin of the Trinities
of the divine Father Jehovah; so be it divine
Father Jehovah; May thy divine will be done on
me; Continuing with the divine cherubs, I
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shall tell you son that by means of the cherub,
the Son of God shall show the world of trials
that matter has got life; such demonstration

shall provoke the greatest Revolution on

Earth, which men have ever known; this
Revolution shall be so immense that there
shall not be a single remain of the self-inter-

ested life system which man gave themselves;
this Revolution shall not be like the revolution of men; what is of men has got limits

and it is transitory; God’s Revolution has got

no limits; for having Him created everything,

He revolutionizes everything; this existent
difference between man and God was

announced in my divine Gospel, with the

content of the divine parable which said: The
tree is known by its fruit; for one of the char-

acteristics of God’s fruit is that He has got
no limits; what is of God follows one line in

which the events and happenings do not
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stop; and by not stopping, it covers every-

thing; the law of the cherub marks the end

of a strange and unknown life system, which
no one had requested God; Divine Father Jeho-

vah, why do you say: strange and unknown? I

shall explain it to you son: When one requests
life to God, no one requests Him to live in

an unfair life system; for all know in the
Kingdom of Heavens that the Eternal is infinitely fair; it is a principle of universal nor-

mality, for all talk about the infinite justice

of God; since all know His incomparable

divine greatness, no one requests God unfair

life systems, unequal, imbalanced; the life
system which man chose in the trials of life

is not of my divine Kingdom; not even the
so-called rich requested it to God; and since
no one had requested Me an unfair life sys-

tem as an experience, is that I said in the
divine Gospel: It is more likely for a camel to
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pass through a needle’s eye, than a rich to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; neither the

rich nor the system which produces rich
people enter my divine Kingdom; and I shall

tell you son that the Eternal has nothing
against wealth, as long as these are enjoyed

in egalitarian laws; for what is egalitarian is

of God; what is unequal is not of God; all are
equal in rights before God; the world did not
pay any attention to my divine sentence in

respect to the life system; by not doing it,
they must face what is to come; Now I understand divine Father Jehovah, the term: Strange and
unknown; And I tell you in advance son that
everything which is not written in the Kingdom of God, is called strange to the King-

dom; everything unfair which the mind can

imagine, is strange to the Kingdom; as you
can see son, what is of God does not contain
a single molecule of self-interest; and every
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creature who on the remote planets of trials

insist on disregarding the divine sentences
of God, such creatures do not enter the King-

dom of Heavens; for such negation was not

requested to God; the Eternal makes that
which is requested to Him be fulfilled in a

molecular form; I shall show to you on the

solar television how the planets are born; but

before you see it, I shall tell you that the
beginning of birth of every planet, had been
announced in my divine Gospel; the divine

parable that says: One has to be humble in

order to become great in the Kingdom of
Heavens; and whatever humbler than a
microbe? And whatever bigger than a planet?
Prodigious divine Father Jehovah! Now I understand why the wise men of the Earth never got it
right with the origin of our planet; they did not
get it right, because they never projected themselves
to what is small, to what is microscopic; they never
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studied what is inside; they never imagined that
the Earth grew up as they grew up themselves; So

it is son; the beginning of the Earth was the
microbe; I shall show it to you; Oh! What a
beauty in fire! I never saw anything like it; It is

your divine Solar Mother Omega; My Solar

Mother Omega? Thus was divinely announced
to you in my divine Gospel; when my divine

Solar First-born Son Christ said: I am the
Alpha and the Omega, he wanted to say to

the world that He came from the place of
birth of the Earth; for Alpha is beginning, it
is origin; and Omega is a final judgment on

the events which took place in the develop-

ment of the beginning; Alpha is angle and
Omega is circle; Alpha is the right angle of

90º, a geometry with which the Earth was
born, when it came out of the divine womb

of the divine Solar Mother Omega; Omega-

circle represents a divine final judgment; and
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since the circle is closed, this means that the
divine judgment of God is for everyone with

no exception; no one escapes; neither the
dead nor the microbes; and I shall tell you

son that this divine judgment shall be so

severe that the human creature will get to
the point of cursing the human life; for my
divine First-born Son shall not forgive even
a second of laziness of the humans; every-

thing that I am telling you was warned
through centuries to the world; this divine

warning is in the divine parable which says:
And there shall be weeping and gnashing of
teeth; others shall call it the Iron Govern-

ment of the Son of God; and this severity

corresponds to the degeneration of a strange
world, not written in the Kingdom of God;
for the Son of God shall see those who vio-

lated the divine law of God as strange beings;
it is just that the violation of the law of God,
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which the generations of the Earth lived and
got to know, are not known in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the circle Omega represents the

divine Solar Mother Omega; and she repre-

sents the final unification of all the concepts

which were given about the divine Mother

in the trials of life; for every divine Revelation
that arrives to a determined planet, unifies

what was divided on that planet; for what
divides is not of God; what unifies is of God;

Alpha and Omega represent the human life

at its beginning and end; I am referring, son,
to the human life with mortal flesh; this is

to the trials of life; for the world was told
that no one was unique; that apart from
them, a new Kingdom of genius children

would come, who in their sensations
requested to God did not include death; they
shall have eternal flesh; for in a given instant
there shall be two worlds in one world; one
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of them shall be the present one, which is
arriving to its end; it is the world of the trials
of life, with flesh that goes rotten; and the

other world shall be one of genius creatures;
who being children, shall never get old and

shall not die; they shall not be in a life trial,

as the human is; they will belong to a paradise-planet and not to a planet of trials, as

humanity is; What a light of divine knowledge

divine Father Jehovah! So it is son; a light which
had been promised to the world; I shall tell
you more about this future world of genius-

children, when I dictate to you the work
titled: The Future World of the Genius Chil-

dren; So be it divine Father Jehovah; What are
you watching so absorbed on the solar television? I see divine Father how the suns Alpha and

Omega get closer and throw shining little points
to each other; What is it divine Father Jehovah?
What you are witnessing is the solar loving
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colloquium; what you see takes place in the

Universe, at every instant and in an infinite
number; What colossal suns divine Father! I feel
that their solar light makes me sleepy; So I see it

son; that sleepiness means that your physical
and spiritual entirety recognizes by intuitive
law, the place of origin; the place where one

is born again for the spirit to know a new
life; Is it what many call the reincarnation? It is
the same thing son; for one same law which

came out of God is expressed at the same
time in many psychologies and forms, and it

is the same law; And many do not believe in
reincarnation, divine Father Jehovah! So it is son;

those who did not believe in being born again
in order to know new perfections, shall
remain with the existence they have; if they
have the merit of remaining with it; for he

who denies something regarding to God,
receives nothing from that something; and
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on the run, the Eternal respects His chil-

dren’s ideals; it is just enough to negate
something, whatever it could be, and the
creature does not see that something any-

more; this is a problem for those who negate;

it is not for those who do not negate; for
according to how each one’s way of thinking
was in the trials of life, so shall their future

before God be; in the solar loving colloquium,
solar laws of creation are fulfilled; just as on

the Earth human laws are fulfilled; just like

up above in the infinite cosmos, one creates
in solar law, and on Earth in human law, is
that it was written: What is up above is the

same as down below; there is creation up
above in the suns and worlds, and creation

down on Earth; the shining points which the
living suns throw each other is a loving mag-

netism of attraction; this corresponds to the
attraction of auras in the human beings; New
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suns have appeared! Are they of other colors? So

it is son; just as it was taught in my divine
Gospel that no one was unique, not only the

yellow suns exist, as humanity is accustomed

to see; in my creation there are as many suns
of colors as the human mind can imagine;
and at the same time, there are also as many
heavens of colors, as the human mind and

all the minds of the Universe can imagine;
So I can see divine Father Jehovah; I see that the
solar television makes the colors vary, what a wonderful sight! If all humanity could see it! Do not

be impatient son, that it was written that
every eye would see; and I tell you in advance

son, that when every human eye see what
you have been seeing since you were a boy,
there shall be no human creature who shall

not weep, and even curse the strange limit

they had put to God, by their way of thinking,

by their form of faith; for the Son of God shall
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demand the world such fulfillment of the
divine laws of his Father in the trials of life

that the human beings shall curse their own

existence; for in the divine judgment of God,
the molecule, the second and the most micro-

scopic thing that the human mind can imag-

ine, shall have the equivalence of one

existence of light; the judgment moleculesecond, scares a world who had fallen asleep

and got corrupted; for the distortion took the
planet of trials into underestimating what is

microscopic which existed in the own crea-

ture; the majority built their hopes up on a

microscopic present; As you can see son, the
living suns approach each other as if they

were looking for one another; what takes
place in this solar law, happens among the
humans; those who court one another, look

for each other traversing a distance; as you

can see, what is up above is the same as down
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below; How close they are divine Father Jehovah!
They embraced each other! It is the solar implosion;
divine Father, can one say that it is an atomic
explosion? It looks like it son; but it is not so;
what you see is an incredible source of solar

magnetisms transformed into one; this also

happens among the human beings; and it

corresponds to the divine mandate which
says: Thou shalt make one sole flesh; this is

one sole matrimony; How admirable divine
Father Jehovah! So many questions come to my
mind before this sublime sight! So I can see
divine son; you may ask your questions; I

would like to know divine Father, what time or
rather in what time these gigantic suns live! They

live the celestial time; which is the same time
which is lived in the Kingdom of Heavens;

What relationship divine father Jehovah, is there
between this celestial time and the time which is
lived on Earth? Between both times there is
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an abysmal difference; for I shall tell you
that one second of celestial time is equiva-

lent to one terrestrial century; all the plan-

etary times of the Universe are lovingly

subordinated to the time of the Kingdom of
Heavens; for everything comes out of the
Kingdom of Heavens; elements and creatures make their requests to God in their
place of origin; everything remains written

there in infinite forms of Scriptures and
Records; in the celestial time, no one gets
old; for those who enjoy this time are not
creatures who are in a life trial.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE PLANET EARTH;
TRILLIONTH OF A TRILLIONTH OF A TRILLIONTH PLANET WHICH CAME OUT OF
THE SUNS ALPHA AND OMEGA; A DUST
PLANET.Yes little son; the planet Earth is a planet
which came out of the loving colloquium of

the suns Alpha and Omega; when the Earth
was born the sun Omega expanded her-

self and casted a microscopic sparklet into
space; which as time passed by, also had a

physical development; the suns Alpha and
Omega still continue creating sparklets of

future planets; the Earth shall come to an

end and these solar luminaries shall not stop
creating worlds; I am mentioning to you just
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one couple of suns here, without taking into
account the other infinite ones of the Uni-

verse; who through endless eternities have

been creating planets; therefore, the Earth is

neither the first nor the last one; no planet in
the Universe is neither the first nor the last
one; for the Father’s creation has got nei-

ther a beginning nor an end; the sun Alpha

is masculine; and the sun Omega feminine;
for what there is down below there is also

up above; in the infinity where the human
creature shall never arrive, acts and events

take place as what happens on the Earth;
the difference is that what is of the infinity
is gigantic; so gigantic that it escapes every

human imagination; but, all the Universe,

whichever its dimension may be, came out
of one same law; what make the difference

are the eternal transformations of the worlds;
every planet progress incessantly; and so do
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their creatures; this place of what is gigan-

tic is the macrocosm; where everything that

is imagined exists; the Macrocosm is also
called Kingdom of Heavens; for the micro is
born from the macro; what is little is born;

your planet Earth was born from the macro;
one of the infinite ones in the Universe; the

planets of the Universe are so many that they
shall never be able to be counted; and your

planet is unknown; only Father Jehovah, the
Solar Mother Omega and certain solar par-

ents who were prophets on Earth, know your

world; there are infinite twin worlds to yours;
and so are there different worlds; nothing in

the universal creation can be calculated; the

Thinking Expansive Universe does not stop

from getting expanded more and more at any

instant; it shall never have any fixed limit;
the same thing happens to a world and its
creatures; they do not stop from generating
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ideas; from which future planets shall be
born; for each one makes his own heavens;
just as the suns create in a colossal form, so

do the microscopic creatures create; what
is up above is the same as down below; no

one is disinherited; neither matter nor spirit;
the Earth on which you are is a product of
the solar fire; my First-born Son said so to

you: I am the Alpha and the Omega; I am
the beginning of your lives and your end;
for my First-born Son is a Solar Parent; who

shall visit you, shining like a sun of wisdom;
I verily say unto you that all my messengers

and prophets come out of the suns Alpha

and Omega; they come out of the same place
where you came out of; it was there where

you knew for the first time the light of life;

before that you slept in the interior of the
suns; behold a Revelation which shall marvel

the terrestrial world; the veil which covered
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your galactic origin is unfolded; this forget-

fulness came out of your own selves; for you

requested the Father a life of trials which
included the forgetfulness of the past; I ver-

ily say unto you that this Revelation shall

make every existent philosophy disappear;
which have already fulfilled their time of tri-

als; for just as the creatures are trialed, so are
the events trialed; for no one is less before

the Father; neither creature nor happening;
both have got the same rights; the Earth in

its Final Judgment, which she requested in

the Kingdom of Heavens, requested to be
judged in everything imagined; in facts and

thoughts; her judgment is for the spirit and

matter; nothing shall remain without being
judged; even your microbes requested to be

judged; the planet Earth is a world which in

her development shall enter a new era; an era
which was never thought of; your so-called
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materialistic world arrives to its end; for it

also requested to be trialed as a life system;

and it fell as such before God; for it drew

apart from the Father’s Scriptures; it did not
take Him into account above everything.-

Yes little son; the suns Alpha and Omega
continue creating solar sparklets; which are

the germs of the future planets; the celestial

time reigns there; one second of celestial
time is equivalent to one terrestrial century;
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the eternity in the suns makes the created
worlds disappear first; for the times such as

those of the planets Earths are relative;
according to the attribute an quality of their

requests in their arks of covenants; between

matter and spirit; the Earth had a beginning

of a microbe; with a circular expansive
growth; everything on Earth was born microscopic; molecule, wind, water, fire, vegeta-

tion, etc., etc.; the growth of the Earth was
a transformation from fire to matter; after a

fire, are there ashes not left? The cortex of
the Earth is the ashes; the seas are temperatures which came out of fire; for at the begin-

ning everything was fire; the seas are a
product of the highest temperature reached

by the fire; for at the beginning everything

was fire; the seas are a product of the highest
temperature reached by the fire of the begin-

ning; it was a temperature that escapes your
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imagination; there were elements which you
never got to know at the beginning; trans-

formations which the human eyes never saw;

but others creatures did; and these creatures

did not see what others saw; I verily say unto
you that the number of creatures which have

passed through this world, escapes every
human calculation; you are of a recent cre-

ation; for your planet has got as many cen-

turies of antiquity as molecules has your

planet; therefore, you are not unique, neither
in your own world; no one is unique but the
Father; nor are you unique as an inhabited
world; for what is of the Father has neither

a beginning nor an end; there are as many
worlds as molehills contained in a desert; I

verily say unto you that your planet is called

dust-planet; for it is so tiny that no one
knows you; that is why it was written: From

dust you are and to dust you shall return;
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you are from what is microscopic, and to

what is microscopic you return; for every
spirit is born again, without abandoning the

microcosm; your planet belongs to the galaxy
Trino; a galaxy whose limits you shall never

know; and your galaxy Trino, is also unknown;
for Father Jehovah’s living Universe is so
infinite that all the worlds do not know each

other; and they know each other at the same
time; the infinity is in both extremes; your
planet was born from three solar magnetic

lines; which correspond to the first geometry
of: Long, wide and high; a dimension of
materialized evolution; this geometry is a
product of your salt of life; or of your knowl-

edge attained in other existences; for every

spirit is born again; they have had and shall

have many existences; I verily say unto you

that the salt of life comes out of oneself; your
planet Earth is a product of the salt of life of
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the suns Alpha and Omega; what is up above
is the same as down below; there is life up
above and there is life down below; which-

ever way that the mind goes to; I verily say

unto you that nobody on Earth has been able
to come up with their own planetary origin;
for they drew away from the Father’s Scrip-

tures; when every materialistic wise man
wants to explain the origin of the planet, he
always goes to what is big; to weigh and cal-

culate only what his eyes see; the terrestrial
wise man did not see the beginning of your

planet; he was not present in such events; he
lives in a present; and infinite presents have

gone by; so many that the human mind shall
never be able to calculate them; your planet

has had infinite geometric forms; so many as
the mind can imagine; it went through

uncountable sizes; from the size of a little
head of a pin; until it arrived to the present
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ball of Earth; behold the meaning of the
divine parable that says: One has to be hum-

ble in order to become great in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the telepathic concept of Revela-

tion says to you: One has to be humble, very
little, microscopic, in order to become great

in the Kingdom of Heavens; to become a
colossal planet; this parable went unnoticed
to the wise men of the world; they did not
deepen it; they search for the truth every-

where, but not where they should search for

it; in the Scriptures above everything; all
what men have been searching for centuries
are in the Holy Scriptures; it is written half-

way; for when you requested the trials of life
in the Kingdom of Heavens, you also
requested the trial in the intellectual understanding; starting from the own interpreta-

tion of the Father’s Scriptures; you are trialed
starting from the interpretation of your own
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faith; you are trialed by the own difficulties
that your mind and your individuality experi-

ence when trying to interpret the Father’s
Scriptures; the Father’s Scriptures represent
His free will; they are His living Word; the

wise men of the world did not fulfill what
they requested in the Kingdom of Heavens

themselves; everything is requested in the
Kingdom; life and its minimum details; the

wise men as the rest of the creatures of the
world, requested to fulfill the Father’s man-

dates, above everything; the term: Above
everything, means all the things that your
mind can imagine; it is because of your prom-

ise that was written: Thou shalt adore thy
God and Lord above everything; above your-

self; the wise men by not considering the
Father’s Scriptures in their searches, have
fallen before the Father; it is more likely for

a wise man who searched in the Father’s
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written wisdom to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for one who did not search in

it; this is why no wise man of this world has
been given the glory of explaining in a uni-

versal form, the origin of his planet; I verily

say unto you that no wise man of this world

shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; first
above all the firsts, one has to be wise in the

Father’s Scriptures; for they are precisely
above everything; the Earth has traversed
three quarters of its total life; it is entering

into its planetary old age; but, it has infinite

centuries left; as many centuries as molecules
are contained in a quarter of an Omega circle;

I verily say unto you that the transformations
and judgments which this world has had,
regarding the divinity, are infinite; they are

three quarters of the planet already lived;
your Final Judgment marks the beginning of

a new era; the era of the reign of the
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First-born Son; the Omega Era; a new world

emerges from the one that is leaving; the one
which is leaving is the world of the begin-

ning; the world Alpha or materialistic world;
the world which requested to be trialed in
its thinking philosophies by Father Jehovah;
every trial has got its verdict; the Final Judg-

ment written by the Doctrine of the Lamb of
God, is an intellectual judgment; which you

yourselves requested when you requested
life; everything is requested in the Kingdom

of Heavens; even one’s own judgment; when

you requested your judgment, you requested
it with first-hand knowledge; you requested
to know how everything was done; behold

the Telepathic Scripture, which shall explain

everything; the creation of the Father has got
neither a beginning nor an end; likewise its
explanation; explaining the Universe has no

end; behold a living power which shall
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transform everything; behold the Revelation
turned into flesh; behold the world’s sur-

prise; the surprise which you requested your-

selves; the surprise which a burglar causes;

behold the Revelation that comes to the
world; just as the Father’s free will wants;
and not as men want; what is instant by
instant; second by second; molecule by molecule; pore by pore; cell by ell; an eye for an

eye; a tooth for a tooth; for matter and spirit

are the same in rights before God; before the
Father no one is less; neither matter nor
spirit; His love and affection is universal; for

He has created everything; everything is done
to His image and resemblance; for He is

everywhere; the image and resemblance is
not only for the human creature; for what is

of the Father is not represented in just one

world; the image and resemblance is the own
Universe; if your God is everywhere and in
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everything, His image and resemblance is in
everything; I verily say unto you that who-

ever doubted in life that his/her Creator was
everywhere, shall not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; it is more likely for one who had

an infinite knowledge of God to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who did

not have any; he who had it, searched and
found; he who did not have it, did not find

anything; behold a struggle with the knowledge, which everyone requested in the King-

dom of Heavens; this struggle was requested
by everyone in their own individualities; in
their attribute and quality; in their philoso-

phies and hierarchies; the mental difficulty

to understand one’s Creator, is felt by each
one in their own way; for the mental diffi-

culty is controlled by the free will; if the men-

tal difficulty was the same in everyone, in its
attribute and quality, one would have a
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universal concept of God; and I verily say

unto you that you would not have known the

so-called religions; which are commercial
institutions; for they talk about God calculat-

ing the material income; they are the false
prophets of the Scriptures; they teach about

the Father with a knowledge based on mat-

ter; this knowledge has given them a strange
morality as a fruit; for that way of interpret-

ing the Scriptures, is unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens; in the Macrocosm it is an

infinite law, which the humble and meek at

heart lead the knowledge of the Father in the
worlds; it was written: every humble is first
before God; in other words, the humble gov-

ern everything; for it is enough to be first

before the Creator, and one is first in any

point of the Universe; what is of God has

neither a beginning nor an end; behold a
divine question emerges to the world; if the
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humble are the first in everything, why do

the humble not govern this world? Are they

not the first in the Kingdom of Heavens?

Behold the greatest usurpation of power
emerges; those who govern the world are not
precisely the first of the Father; they are the

last ones; those who are more backwards in

their evolution; the ones who know less
about the laws of the spirit; the most igno-

rant beings who have passed through this

world; for nothing shall remain of them;
those who only live for the world and not for

eternity; for those who govern this world,

despised the Father’s Scriptures; they did not

take them into consideration so to create the
immoral life system, called capitalism; if they

had taken them into account, I verily say unto
you that there would neither be rich nor poor
in this world; for nothing of it is taught by

the Father’s Scriptures; whoever despises the
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Father, expect nothing from the Father; just
as they despised the Father’s living man-

dates, likewise shall they be despised in any

point of the Universe; what is up above is
the same as down below; your world shall
undergo the weeping and gnashing of teeth,

which is caused by having violated the laws
of God; because of those who gave you a life

system in which the Creator was not taken

into account in anything, no one shall enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for

one who lived a life system that respected
the Creator above everything to enter the
Kingdom, than for one who lived in the life

system and did not recognize Him; all of you
were given the Father’s Commandments; so

that nobody fell into sin; your life system
sank you into sin; starting from despising the
Father’s Scriptures; you are marked for all
eternity; repentance is only left for you; for
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everything is possible in the Father; behold

an Era which was announced to you for cen-

turies and centuries; the Era of the weeping

and gnashing of teeth; a prelude of the advent
of the resurrection of every flesh; this is the

Final Judgment; for an entire world and its
customs comes to its end; thus Father Jeho-

vah determines it; the end of your world is

not the destruction of your world; it is the

fall of the vice created by your own selves;

your fall was initiated by the own life system;
it was the starting point of your fall; your
destinies were influenced by satan; who did

not take what is of the Father into account;

he divided you according to his self-interests;
he deluded and deceived you; I verily say

unto you that only satan divides in the
worlds; your world was divided in rich and
poor; and no spirit who lived, felt or contem-

plated any division, shall enter the Kingdom
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of Heavens; the moment awaited by generations of the world has arrived; and it is your

turn now; the others lived the awaited
moment in other points of the Universe; for

what is up above is the same as down below;

every judgment which came out of the Father

is precisely to everything; it goes beyond

death; beyond the existences of the spirit;
beyond the being born again; beyond your

reincarnations; the Judgment which is

approaching you is an Intellectual Judgment;
requested by yourselves; for everything is
requested in the Kingdom; the Final Judg-

ment shall be extended throughout the Earth;
the Telepathic Scriptures of the Lamb of God,
shall be extended to all the languages of the

Earth; all are the children of a same God; the

judgment reaches everyone; for what is of

the Father is eternal; every work which comes
out of men, renders account before the
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Father; what comes out of the Father trans-

forms the worlds; it overthrows what is false;
it defeats the demon of the worlds whichever
form he has; in your world, the demon took

the form of a life system; it distanced you
from the Commandment; for it is more

important to you to become rich than having
a perfect dominium of the content of the
Father’s Scriptures; I verily say unto you that
there will be nobody in this world who shall

not cry before the spiritual reality; nobody
wants the condemnation of their soul; only

those who despised the First-born Son by
fact; you call these spirits Masons; they are
the purest beings which came out of satan’s

legions; I verily say unto you that all those
who practiced rituals, which are not taught

by the Father’s Commandments, no one shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more

likely for one who dignified the Father in
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simplicity to enter the Kingdom, than for one

who practiced rituals; the first one fulfills the
Father’s laws; the other one fulfills satan’s

law; all those who practiced rituals, must add

up all the seconds gone by of the time in
which they practiced such rituals; each second of violation is equivalent to a future exis-

tence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; the
same law must be applied to the so-called
religions which practiced and taught the
material adoration; a pharaonic adoration of

strange morality; so strange to the Father’s

morality that not a single one of them
remained on Earth; the same thing shall hap-

pen to all those who practiced a strange
morality in life; all of you were taught one

sole morality, which came out of one sole
God; expressed in one sole Scripture; given

in one sole mandate and trialed in millions

and millions of thinking beings; who
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requested to be trialed in a life, which

included the forgetfulness of the past; this
request of life, included the difficulty which

each one feels when trying to understand the
meaning of the parables of the Scriptures; a
sublime difficulty; for it represents the great-

est award of life; he who read or studied all

the Father’s Scriptures, enters the Kingdom

of Heavens; your Father Jehovah gets moved

when a child is interested in Him; just as you
get moved when someone praises you; what

you have, the Father has too; what is up
above is the same as down below.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE PLANET EARTH;
THE DIVINE LITTLE ELECTRIC SPARKLET;
THE SUN ALPHA; HOW THE HUMAN LIFE
EMERGED; WHAT WAS THERE BEFORE THE
EARTHLY PARADISE; WHAT THE HUMAN
EYES NEVER SAW; THE CELESTIAL TIMES.Yes divine son; we shall continue with the
divine and only origin that the planet Earth
had; there has been so much speculation on

your planet about its origin; all the theories
proposed in this respect, do exist; but they
exist in other galactic systems; for there is

everything in my divine creation; nothing

is impossible to the Author of the human
life; in my divine creation, nothing has a
limit; nothing can be measured in a finite
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way; everything is infinite; therefore, the socalled phantasy is a reality; the infinity of
my creation makes it a reality; the terrestrial

science resists many times to believe in the

infinite power of its own Creator; they forget
that things are not done by themselves; there

must be an intelligence in everything; the
own skeptical man rules himself by his own

intelligence; he cannot deny it; if he denied
it, he denies himself; and he who denies him-

self, denies his own eternity; and he who

denies eternity, denies the Father; for He
exists before every known or to be known
eternity; for before every eternity, there was

an immense and divine Ball of living fire; and
before that divine Ball of living fire, was the

most microscopic thinking being that any
mind can imagine; that divine being returned
from other eternities and from other divine

Balls of fire; this microscopic and humble
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being is the divine Author of the present
colossal worlds; And what most micro-

scopic and humble than an invisible idea?
this divine idea was known by the world; it

was known as Let there be Light, and there

was Light; it was a mental idea that came out
of the divine and microscopic Ball of think-

ing fire; the divine origin goes back to the
divine free will; before every infinite materi-

alized creation, it dominated over darkness;

darkness corresponds to other materialized
free wills; but, they were also very little and

humble; in order to become great in their

philosophies in the Kingdom of Heavens;
but, before all this, the Eternal Father Jeho-

vah existed; to penetrate the divine free will

of the divine Father Jehovah is what gives
place to the eternal perfection of the worlds;
for one has to be born again, in order to see
the Kingdom of the Lord; the Eternal Father
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has been what His children were, are and

shall be; it is written that the infinite Creator

is everywhere; He was very little and humble
in order to become the greatest in the King-

dom of Heavens; therefore, in order to think

about the greatness of the Eternal Father, one
has to bring the mind to the most sublime

humility that the own mind can imagine;
all the philosophies of all the worlds have

come out of this humility; those that have
been, those that are, and those that will be;

therefore, only the humble come back to the
divine Father’s dwelling; the return of every

humble provokes joy in the Eternal Father
Jehovah; for it reminds Him his divine expe-

riences of a galactic-Child; for it is written

that the children, or those who think like
a child, are first in the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; this means that of all the philosophies

that the terrestrial humanity have given
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themselves, only the philosophy of a child
remains; for it is cleaner; it is more trust-

worthy; it is not corrupted by the temporary
science of good; it has not tasted yet the salt

of life that is detached from the comfort that
money gives; it has not tasted yet the fruit

of the forbidden tree; its innocence is clean
of every sin; that is why they shall cast the

first stone of accusation to the materialistic

world; for it is written that every humble
shall be the judge of the so-called big ones

of the world; every child is humble; for they
lack of any science or philosophy; and it is

written that the humble are the first; if they

are first in the Kingdom of Heavens, with
more reason, they must be so on the planets earths; for what is up above is the same

as down below; which means that what is

up above is the spiritual: it is the eternal;
what is down below is of the planets; it is the
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ephemeral; it is the temporary trials of life;

and it means that the spirit as well as matter

have had a same divine origin; and therefore,

they have a same destiny; both have their
own lives; with different free wills; but, they
form divine covenants; whose divine Revela-

tion is the Alpha and the Omega of the divine
planetary justice; it is the beginning and end
of the fall of the terrestrial materialism; one

of the trees that the divine Father Jehovah did
not plant; and it shall be uprooted; the begin-

ning of the end is coming, of a great beast;
that in its own philosophy, did not take my

Holy Scriptures into account; he who does
not guide himself by them, is guided by dark-

ness; and he who guides himself by it, does
not see my divine light; draw, divine son:
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Yes little son; this divine telepathic drawing

explains what took place in the infinite space;
and from which the planet Earth emerged;

this had been happening from eternities
before; it happens presently and it shall hap-

pen forever and ever; this mean that every
world, every planet had a divine beginning,
independent from the other; without counting the planetary families of infinite sponta-

neous creations; and of other creations which
are not worlds of the flesh; the divine silvery
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ship of the drawing, is one of the same ships
that the terrestrial child has come to call fly-

ing saucers; the flying saucers are long before

the planets earths; they are products of their
own evolutions; their crews have been born

again on infinite planets of all the dimensions

that the human mind’s capacity can imagine;
it is written that one has to be born again in

many worlds, in order to get closer to the

Kingdom of Heavens; they were also flesh
little monkeys; as the terrestrial son pres-

ently is; they had infinite planetary trials of
life; they trialed many salts of life on micro-

scopic planets; as well as on colossal worlds;

which are no more in the Thinking Expansive
Universe; if the terrestrial son has seen them,

it is because they pass by on their way to
other worlds; many stop in order to observe
the Earth; for more than one of their divine

crews, participated in the divine cultivation
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of the germ of the Earth; of the divine galactic
seed; they participated in the divine expan-

sion and growth of this seed; they witness

the birth, development and agony of the
worlds; they are of an antiquity that escapes
the human calculation; they are before the

present suns; not only of the yellow suns;
which the terrestrial being is used to seeing
in his life; but of the infinite suns of infinite

colors; colors that are known and unknown;
suns of such size that if they were close to

the universe that the Earth occupies, they
would burn everything; and if the terrestrial

children saw them, they would go crazy of
terror; these divine ships have given a lot to

talk about in the terrestrial world; many deny
these divine ships; others ridicule them; oth-

ers hide the truth; others even by seeing

these ships, become indifferent; I, the divine
Father Jehovah, tell them the following: Were
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you, demons of little faith, not taught that

the Lord is everywhere? That nothing is done

without His divine permission? That he who
denies the existence of another son, denies
the Father? For by being everywhere, I am

also in the minds of those who are denied;
Were you not taught that may he who has a

mouth speak? May he who has ears hear; this

means that all the divine News must be given
to the world to be known; nothing should

have been done secretly in this world; he who
did so, did it against the divine Father; for I

am also in the minds of every deceived one;
and he who was indifferent with my divine

emissaries, he was so with Me; for I am also
in the minds of every despised one; and he

who despises the Father, despises his own
eternity; the silvery ships have already been
made known to the world; in my divine free

will; for I wrote my divine will in my Holy
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Scriptures; they were taught as divine Balls

of Fire; they were the same that destroyed
Sodom and Gomorrah; the damned ones of

the damned scandal and corruption in their

customs; the same is happening in the present generation; the present one of now shall
ha a divine final judgment; they shall have

weeping and gnashing of teeth; the silvery
ships know that in each cosmic dust, or in
each planet, which is the same, have to be

fulfilled divine events from epoch to epoch;

for every planet with no exception, have their

own Holy Scriptures; it is written that no one
is disinherited; nobody is alone; nor does

anyone mandate himself alone; for all the

worlds came out of a same cause; all of them
came out of a divine and microscopic idea;

in its divine free will, this idea materialized

the present universes; giving them their own
lives; the divine expression of let there be
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light, and there was light is the divine cause
of every life; being this a planet or a spirit;

without Me there would not be anything
material; nor the silvery ships would be in

the immensities of the spaces; I am the Alpha
and the Omega; the beginning and end of
everything that has existed, exists, and shall
exist; and what is of the Father is also of the

Son; this means that all my children of all
the worlds are the inheritors of all My pow-

ers; of all my divine knowledge; for a divine
Father always wants the best for His chil-

dren; only that in order to achieve it, they
have to be born again in infinite worlds; and

learn from them what they have to learn; for

my divine Knowledge has no limits at all; nor
shall it ever have it; what on Earth is ephem-

eral, in my divine celestial dwellings it is
infinite; a terrestrial child in order to get
improved
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on

Earth,

needs

years

to

understand the divine greatness of the Eter-

nal Father; in infinite bodies of flesh; and
inhabit many planetary dwellings; the spirit

has to reincarnate again, because a divine

existence in a determined world, is not
enough in order to understand it all; many

creatures study my laws according to how I

have ordered it; but, these children must not
forget that every spirit is trialed; he is trialed
in the most minimal acts of his life; it is a
divine trial with a divine momentary forget-

fulness of it; one of these trials is the obstacle
that every spirit finds, in his own beliefs;
beliefs that tie him to one sole mold of faith;

they forget that there is everything in a flock;
every truth is expressed in many ways; the

divine intention is the only one that counts,
in my divine justice; it is written that many

do not clean the interior of a glass; they only

criticize the dirt from the outside; they forget
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that the divine Father is everywhere; even in
the glass’s dirt; this divine parable symbol-

izes each one’s mind; what the mind encloses
are the ideas; therefore, I your divine Father

Jehovah, advise all those children who search

for the divine truth, above all temporary
things, do not criticize, much less ridicule,
what you do not understand for an instant;
may they keep in the suitcase of forgetful-

ness, every intellectual cover that limits them
to keep advancing through the infinite knowl-

edge; my divine laws never stop; they are in

infinite expansion; they go from world to
world; making new sciences, new philoso-

phies, new Revelations, new Holy Scriptures;
for each world has them; no one is disinher-

ited; these covers of the religious beliefs go

even further; they place many spirits in a

situation of intellectual pride; surpassing the
divine scale of humility; they turn into rocks
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of spiritual selfishness; they think that they

know it all, and they know nothing; for if

they knew something, they would not forget
that a humble is first before Me; and not a

wise man who has become proud, in his own
salt of life; in his own philosophical choice;

in his own trial that he himself requested,

there in the remote galaxies; where he
momentarily came out of in order to trial a

new thinking philosophy; one of the many

that he has already trialed; it is written that

one has to be born again in order to see the

Lord’s Kingdom; one has to return and return
to infinite planets; for my divine creation of

knowledge, has no limits; nor shall it ever

has it; my divine creation is in an infinite

expansion; in no instant of your known time,
has it had any limits; for the divine suns
Alpha and Omega are still producing infinite
electric sparklets; which in eternities ahead
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shall give place to colossal worlds; the Earth

has had infinite dimensions; infinite sizes; to
become what she is now; a ball of soil a little
bigger; it is written that one has to be very

little and humble in order to become great
in the Kingdom of Heavens; a divine parable
said by the Eternal, eternities before; from

very much before the colossal material worlds
of the Thinking Expansive Universe appeared;
whose number is up to what the mind can
imagine; Yes little children of study; I know
that you are amazed with the divine knowl-

edge, which is detached from a little worker

of work; he shall not be the only one; his
divine philosophy shall be extended through-

out the surface of the Earth; the divine Tele-

pathic Scriptures shall be published in all the
languages; the world shall know the divine

Celestial Science; whose divine symbols shall
be the divine little Lamb of God; every book
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of this divine Revelation, shall carry the
divine words: Alpha and Omega; every book

of this divine Science, with no exception; it
is written that the humble are the first; there-

fore, the honorable Dalai Lamas shall be the
ones who will give the divine News to the

world; these little children already know that

the first telepathic germ is in the world; with
a divine universal telepathy; they know that
this divine Science, which the entire world
shall know, corresponds to the divine Com-

forter, promised in the Holy Scriptures; for
the first time in many centuries, the honorable Dalai Lamas shall speak to the materi-

alistic world; they shall make the divine
reincarnation of this divine emissary of God,
known; it is written that he who has ears,

hear; he who has a mouth, speak; this means
that all those who is in possession of a divine

Revelation, must make it known to the world;
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by not doing it, he runs the risk of being
judged in my divine dwelling of intellectual
selfishness; he who hides any piece of knowl-

edge from my humble children, he is hiding

it from Me; it is written that the Lord is
everywhere; in the entire infinity; I am there-

fore, in all my children’s minds; I am in all

those who have been deceived; every viola-

tion to my divine law that reverberates in my
children’s minds, also gets to Me; it was writ-

ten that: Do not do to others what you would

not like others do to you; for you do it to Me;
I repeat it to you children who search for the
divine truth, above every temporary thing;

the divine Celestial Science, I repeat it to you,
is the greatest Revelation that shall affect all

my children; there is nor shall there be a
thinking creature that has nothing to do with

it; for all are my children; with no exception;
even if they have been fed with philosophies
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that are not trees planted by the divine Father
Jehovah; Do you want to know little children,
which are those philosophical trees, which

certain free wills have been fed with, in their
transit through the Earth? I shall tell you:
They are the so-called religions; they are the
occult sciences; they are the sects that per-

secute my children, for they do not like the
color of the skin; they are the arms manufac-

turers; Do these demons not know then that
my divine law orders not to kill? Of course

they know it; they have always known it; but,
I say unto you: You damned beings! You shall
curse a thousand times to have been born!

You shall pay up to the last drop of innocent
blood, which because of your damned ambi-

tions, the entire humanity has shed; he who

attempts against my children, attempts
against Me; and to the great prostitute, who

trades with my divine laws, I ask her: Did
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you not know, rock of the human selfishness,
that there is only one King of kings? That is
the divine Father Jehovah; the only one who

gives and takes away life; why have you
blessed in my divine Name false crowns of

damned kings? What can such kings offer

who do not know where they come from, and
end up in a pile of rotten flesh; I certainly say
unto you that the term king is a spiritual
hierarchy; which belongs to the celestial

world; my divine Commandments do not
teach you to become kings; they teach you

to be humble; therefore damned kings of the

Earth, you have had your attained reward;

you have enjoyed it on Earth; expect nothing
from heavens; I damned you, because of your
proud philosophy; I judge you as creatures

of my divine creation; I judge you for the
harm done; for the spiritual backwardness

that you have driven other creatures into,
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who have followed you in life; deluded by

your damned philosophy called nobility; you

are blinds who lead other blinds; you are
dead who bury your own dead; for your philosophy damned beings, is a dead philoso-

phy; it does not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; as well as every rich, who has
exploited his own brethren, in the trials of

life; there is no rich in this world, who has

not deceived his brethren; and he who
deceives one of my children, deceives Me; it
was written: It is more likely for a camel to

pass through a needle’s eye, than a rich to

enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this divine
warning shows how rigorous my divine judgment is; it is a warning that comes from cen-

turies through centuries; it is not for the
humble; it is not for the exploited ones; it is

for the rich of the world; What rich in the

world has stopped to study his own warning?
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No one; it is time for them to do it; but,
weeping and gnashing of teeth are awaiting

them; they wanted it so; I, the divine Father

Jehovah, do not curse all the riches; for there
are many kinds of riches; I curse that wealth

that has violated the divine law of love; I
damn that wealth that has constituted itself

into the yoke of humanity; by which millions
of my children undergo suffering; who in
divine moral silence, fulfill the divine law of

work; they fulfill one of the most ancient
Commandments of the Universe; thou shalt

earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; every

wealth attained with sacrifice, with sweat on
the face, is saved; for there is a divine merit
in it; there is a divine advance of infinite vir-

tues; which every spirit is adorned with;
every rich cannot serve two masters; either

one serves gold or one serves the Lord; what

is of Caesar and what is of God; Caesar is the
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materialism; it is the mundane; it is the
ephemeral; it is what the carnal body’s life
lasts; it was written, weak is the flesh, for it

lasts just a sigh before the spirit’s eternity;

only the philosophy of work fulfills my divine

laws; work is the only temple that do not
become dust; the other temples turn into
dust; for they came out of dust; it was writ-

ten: Son of Man; in Celestial Science it means,
Son of work; therefore, Every wealth is an

illusion! Behold the philosophy of the science
of good; the one that was divinely warned to

the earthly parents of the human gender; the
divine children Adam and Eve; that divine
warning was done by the divine Father Jeho-

vah, not only for Adam and Eve; it was made
for all the generations of the future; it is the

same divine intention that the divine parable
of the divine camel passing through a nee-

dle’s eye has; the origin of the science of good
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goes back to much longer before the earthly

paradise; and it is before the arrival of the

damned pharaoh gods; these damned galactic

creatures had as a mission to guide the world;
which was just awakening to life; they vio-

lated the divine law; they were tempted by

the own demon; they also tasted a forbidden

fruit; they turned to be the parents of the
terrestrial materialism; they made others
adore them like gods; knowing that there is

one God only; they adored gold and enslaved
my first galactic seed; the people of Israel; a

proud people; When will you understand
that the divine Father Jehovah does not like
the use of force? when will you understand
that only the humble enter the Kingdom of
Heavens? why have you forgotten the divine

philosophy that comes out of the divine
Lamb of God? Why do you kill, rebellious

people? Were you not taught that he who
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kills by sword shall die by sword? The divine
sword of divine fire that the divine angels of
light use; Yes little son; all these things shall

take place very soon; the Celestial Science

explains everything; the divine Telepathic
Scripture that has reincarnated in you, is the
divine Song of Songs; it is the divine Communication that all my emissaries have had;
nobody can act alone with just his own imag-

ination, and transform a world; one needs
and will always need the divine Power of the

Lord; my divine Power little son, is expressed
in infinite ways; and all of them have a divine

motivation; all of them contribute with a

divine addition to the knowledge attained by
the human gender; I can express Myself in

dreams, appearances, telepathy, visions, etc.;
Is it not written that the Lord is everywhere?
I am where every mind wants Me to be at;

even where that mind does not understand
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that I am; I am what I am; for being Him

infinite in everything, my children of the
material universe know Me by different
names; for some I am Jehovah, for others I

am Allah; for others Buda, or simply Eternal

Father; I like this latter one; for I find it
divinely simple; a father must always give an
example of simplicity to his children; it is in
divine harmony with my divine Command-

ments; every terrestrial parent shall be
requested to render divine account of how
they taught their children, if that education

which they put a lot of effort to, puts Me,
your divine Father Jehovah, above every-

thing; every terrestrial parent shall be asked

if they transmitted their children the first of
the Commandments: Thou shalt adore your

Creator above everything; above all the

riches; above every earthly philosophy; above
yourself; Yes divine son; so it is; I know and
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see that there are millions of parents who
shall cry blood tears; for it shall fall on them

that millions of my children, have scandalous
fashions in their daily living; nudes that

trample on my divine morality; children who
abandon everything; Woe betide them! They

will curse their own parents; and the parents
their parents; the weeping and gnashing of
teeth is coming; but, the doors of the divine

repentance are open to everyone; for the
divine Father Jehovah makes no distinctions
with any of His children; mi infinite love is
the same for everyone; I am the first Com-

munist of love; in my infinite dwellings, in
the remote and colossal suns, everything is
unprecedented joy; the divine celestial com-

munism reigns there, with philosophy of a

child; there where the so-called rich cannot
enter, no one is the owner of anything; the
word This is mine is unknown; for never in
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eternity has any rich entered; if that happened, my angel-children would get cor-

rupted; and they do not deserve that; only

on the planets of philosophical trials, can one
do it; in order to trial the salt of their experience; therefore, rich of the world, you are of
the world; you may spend eternities on plan-

ets created by your own ambitious ideas; you
may be born again infinite times, in perish-

able worlds; but you shall never enter the

Kingdom of Heavens; where everything is

eternal; where no one gets old; where no one
gets sick; where death is unknown; yes proud
children; nobody escapes my divine justice;

it is written, an eye for an eye and a tooth for
a tooth; what is of up above is also of down

below; only the spaces and the times with

their philosophies change; with their salts of
life; the salt of life is the divine experience

attained in the own planetary laws; the
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greater and divine a experience is, the greater
it is in the Kingdom of Heavens; one attains

a higher spiritual hierarchy; there, the so-

called force, just as the world understands

it, is not the same; there in My celestial

dwellings, the divine love constitutes the
greatest force, capable of moving colossal
worlds of such size that the Earth would pass

to be one of the molehills of microscopic
sands; the divine First-born Son said so:
Where I am from, you cannot go; he meant
the colossal suns; where everything is gigan-

tic; where the terrestrial would pass as a
divine microbe; if he put his feet there, no

one would pay him any attention; for no one

would see him; just as it happens to man on
his own planet, in respect to the terrestrial

little ants; that would be seen less than a

little ant; creating in him the most terrifying

complex of galactic inferiority; but those
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colossal worlds are at the same time micro-

scopic in comparison to others; and these
with others; and so on up to where the mind
can imagine; it is written that I am infinite

in everything; limit is not known in my divine
creation; nothingness does not exist; for the
own nothingness is a living creature; it is a

divine product of those who are something;
if every philosophy teaches something, the
philosophy of nothingness teaches the laws
of nothingness; being these laws only under-

stood by the minds’ ideas that produce them;
there are, therefore, infinite kinds of nothing-

ness; there would be only one kind of noth-

ingness if all the beings thought in the same

way; but, that does not occur in your world;

it takes place in remote galaxies; in divine
creatures with other divine galactic record;
the dimensions of my creations are under-

stood as every spirit improves; one has to be
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born again in order to understand the dimen-

sions of my Thinking Expansive Universe;

up to now, no one has achieved it; for the
more my infinite children improve, the divine
Father Jehovah gets farther in His own and
infinite perfection; for if the terrestrial par-

ents improve in themselves, so to give his
children the example, the divine Father who

has no limits in anything, also gets improved;
for He is the divine Author of every infinite
improvement, imaginable; which is not mea-

sured nor shall it be measured by any calcula-

tion, coming out of His most advanced
children, the most advanced children are the
divine first-born sons; who in an infinite

quantity, go to infinite worlds in order to
make them advance; for those worlds came
out of their own and divine minds; it was a

microscopic idea that got materialized, in the

eternity of time; for it is written that the
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Most Holy Trinity is everywhere; and the
first-born sons visit their own creations
again, amazing everyone; in shining Glory
and Majesty, like a divine Sun of Wisdom.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE BEGINNING OF THE PHYSICAL
LIGHT; HOW THE LIGHT OF A WORLD IS
BORN; EVERY BEGINNING IS BORN IN THE
SUNS ALPHA AND OMEGA; BEGINNING
AND END.Yes little son; the beginning of the light was

and is solar; the physical light is living in the
Kingdom of Heavens; the light that illumi-

nates you was born in the same place of the

Universe, where you came out of; it came out
of the suns Alpha and Omega; of the galaxy

Trino; the Earth and her creatures were created there; all the elements came out of the

suns Alpha and Omega; the light is a product
of infinite solar glow plugs; its living philosophy is to shine and please every feeling;
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it irradiates in an expansive way; the physical light of the Earth made covenants with

other elements of the planet; with gravity,
symmetry, the air; the density, the rotation,

the translation, etc.; the light has a hierarchy;
there are so many kinds of planetary lights
as your mind can imagine; as the entire generation, the light is composed of the cher-

ubs of light; for each square of the size of a

molecule, there are trillions of cherubs; no

instrument made by man, shall see them; for
there is everything in the Father’s vineyard;

there is in the visible and in the invisible; the
Earth in her process of creation, started from
the invisible in expansion to the visible; and
there is no creation that has not known the
invisible; the microscopic; for one has to be

very little and humble in order to become
great in the Kingdom of Heavens; the light

was also a baby light; it also had an infancy;
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for all, matter and spirit are equal in rights,

before God; this equality is in their respective
laws; for everything is living; everything is

the opposite of what the materialistic wise

men of this world thought about; the light
of the Earth was born in covenant of three

cherubs of the light; each cherub represents:
Height, length and width of light; the first

geometry of the human philosophy; the light
was the beginning of the beginnings; for
the Earth requested the light; and the light

was done; there are many kinds of light; the

understanding-knowledge is one of them;

the light being done is to know a form of
life; the light knew and knows each one of
you; for you requested it as a covenant with

your light; and I verily say unto you that all
your virtues got to know you in the King-

dom; you talked to them all what you are;
even with your future ideas; this marvel is
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a normal thing in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for everything imaginable turns true there;

the material worlds were born and came out

of the Kingdom of Heavens; the Thinking
Expansive Universe; and all of them were
born with the light in an infant state; every

world was also a baby; and all of them started

being a little point; so little as your mind

can imagine; and that little point had the
beginning of everything; the beginning germ
of every nature; the physical light came out
of the obscure light; it was darkness; and it

matured and shall keep maturing; the light

made a covenant with your vision, composed
of the cherubs of the sight or vision; I verily

say unto you that in the Ark of Covenants is

every calculation that was necessary for your
life; calculations between matter and spirit;
mental calculation, mathematical, equilib-

rium, suspension, weight, gravity, cohesion,
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etc. etc.; everything was calculated accord-

ing to the salt of life; according to what was

achieved in the last existence; according to

the knowledge attained with the sweat on
the face; according to one’s own effort; what
only cost the individuality.-
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Yes little son; the Universe is composed of
materialized fluids; this new element is not
known by the terrestrial science; certain pro-

found studious children sense it; everything
that surrounds man was liquid, gaseous and

fire; and each element has its own life; they
renew themselves; they have material devel-

opment, just as you have the spiritual development; the fluids constitute the essence of
the living Universe of Father Jehovah; Fluid

means united strength; it is the component

of the being who requested life; you certainly
ignore the intimate deepness of matter in
which you are; you have deepened in a micro-

scopic part, the physical laws; it is what you
requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; every-

thing that you have discovered, you requested
them everything; for everything that one is

and shall be, is requested in the Kingdom;

the request of life and the events that the life
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will have are inseparable; for every life is a

unifying power; life materializes the union

between matter and spirit; between molecule
and virtue; between what one sees and what

one feels; you are a light or fire turned into
matter; the Father is also fire; the entire Uni-

verse is fire; for everything comes out and
returns to the Father; this coming out and

returning is the presence of the Universe; the
light that you know is not known in the Uni-

verse; for the kinds of light have neither a
beginning nor an end; they bare like the own

Father; the light of a world is made for its
world; one is born with one’s light; that is
why other creatures from other worlds, can-

not see you; your light results into darkness

to them; behold only the great powers of the
Kingdom, penetrate darkness; there are crea-

tures that are abysmal in power and science,
and none of them can see you; for they do
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not know the worlds of flesh; they have not

been able to be born in them; being able to

do it in every future; just as it happens to

them also happens to you; you cannot see
the spirits; and they see you; though not all

of them; one has to deserve it; to see the
material worlds from the invisible is certainly
an award; one also learns from the invisible;

just as you learn by being in the visible; what
is up above is the same as down below; the

physical light also learns in its laws; in its
covenant with the other elements of nature;
the light is geometric and concentric in an

expansive linearity; the light is a virtue of the

Kingdom of Heavens; just as the elements
are; behold everything has a relative and liv-

ing identity; everything known by you in this
world, gets together with you up above;

death does not end the existence; it is the
opposite; it opens the infinity to the spirit;
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for the spirit is from the infinity; it was
momentarily absent from the infinity, for it

requested to be born again, and get enclosed

in a body of flesh; it is a momentary absence;
for your spirit’s eternity is not measured in

centuries; each one requested to know the
centuries on a remote and unknown planet

called Earth; I verily say unto you that you

have gotten to know many kinds of time and
many kinds of physical light and light of
knowledge; Were you not taught that every

spirit is born again? To be born again is to

have experiences in many lives; for the limit
in you does not exist; Were you not taught
that your lives come from an infinite Father,

Who has neither a beginning nor an end?
Certainly he who did not understand or did

not want to understand his eternity shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more
likely for one who not understanding
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eternity, searched in order to understand it

to enter the Kingdom, than for one who
understanding it, did not search; those who

did not understand eternity in this life,
requested this trial; they requested to strug-

gle against this incomprehension; they
requested to search on Earth what they did
not feel in their spirit; this example is for all
the rest; for there are many kinds of incom-

prehension; and all of them were struggles

that each one requested; it is because of this

cause that your life is a life of trials; trials
requested by your own selves; every disap-

pointment that happened to you in life, you
requested them; which does not justify the

originators of the disappointment; for all
promised not to cause disappointment in
anybody; for the teachings of the Scriptures
were given to all of you; therefore, he who

caused disappointment on others, was being
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influenced by a strange morality; alien to the
teachings of the Scriptures and the Com-

mandments; I verily say unto you that all of
those who disregarded the Father’s Scrip-

tures, expect nothing from the Father; he
who sowed despise, harvests despise; behold
what this skeptical humanity harvested; a

world that requested life in order to exalt the
Father, above everything; and they did quite

the opposite; they deceived their fellow
beings by living a strange life system; for they
exploit one another; they steal one another;

they hide from one another; they deceive one
another; plot against one another; certainly
this life system does not exalt the Father; it

is the product of the demons of this world;

demons who adore gold; just as the damned

pharaohs of your past adored it; and they
ended enslaving their fellow beings; this slav-

ery has not ended; it has taken another form;
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now in this world, slavery has the form of
exploiting the needs of the brethren; up to
the most minimal is exploited; even the vir-

tues; I verily say unto you that no exploiter
or trader shall enter the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; it is more likely for a camel to pass
through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto

you that this divine parable teaches you how
rigorous the Father’s law is; and although

this parable has centuries and centuries of

warning, it has never been taken into account
by any trader; the time for the final Judgment
to be fulfilled has arrived; I verily say unto
you, exploited of the world, that no exploit-

ative demon shall remain; it is more likely
for an exploited one to remain, than for one
who was an exploiter; the time for the weep-

ing and gnashing of teeth is coming; the
demon of the adoration to gold is about to
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fall; the one who gave you the life system,
based on gold; the gold that was created by
the Creator of every life; the own gold shall

accuse those who made use of it; for no one

is less before God; gold shall accuse them for

the discredit; for it was used due to ambition;

it was written: Do not do to others what you

would not like others do to you; to do to
others is for matter as well as for the spirit;

both have the same rights in their laws,
before God; he who doubts shall not enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; for one was taught
that the Father is infinite; nothing is impos-

sible for the Creator of everything; one has
to be blind in pride for not believing it; but,

if you are so, it is because the delusion of life
influenced you; an illusion that came out of

an unknown life system; with a strange
morality; no deluded one with a strange
morality, shall enter the Kingdom of
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Heavens; I know little son that you are thinking about the events that are happening in

your flock; they are events that were malignly
planned; in every country there are traitors;
in your flock they are in the so-called Con-

gress; Woe betide them!! It would have been
better for them not to have followed the dictates of the greater demon of gold; this Con-

gress of exploitative and deceiving demons,
have their hours numbered; for their time of
trials have been fulfilled; now they shall har-

vest what they sowed: Pain, misery, division,

scandal, deceits, hypocrisy, treason, murders;

with the same rod that they measured others,
thus they shall be measured; just as they
divided others, thus they shall be divided

between light and darkness; I verily say unto
you, false guides of peoples, that up to the
last drop of blood shall fall on you that was

shed because of you; Hypocrites! Damned
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politicians! Deceivers of people! You shall be
damned by the entire generation; it would
have been better for you not to have gov-

erned by dividing my children; only satan
divides, and he divides himself; your fruit is

bewilderment; tragedy; the civil war; for you

serve two masters; two philosophies; and one
cannot serve two masters; for you get divided
and you divide others; no divided spirit shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; you served

deceit and you believed to be serving God;

you called yourselves Christians, and you
never ever governed through the Scriptures;

What about the promise you made in the

Kingdom, about the Father being above

everything? Hypocrites! Because of gold, you
got condemned! Damned right! Damned

privileged ones! Because of you the world

undergoes hunger and injustice! For you
serve the master of privilege; but, none of
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you shall remain; you are the philosophical

trees that the divine Father did not plant; and

you shall be pulled out from your roots from
the world of the righteous; you shall have
weeping and gnashing of teeth; your name,

damned right, shall be a name of malediction
to the future generations; you shall be
remembered as the demons of a remote
world that did not take the Father’s man-

dates into account; which divided in order to
govern; I verily say unto you, damned politi-

cians of the right, that you shall have to cry

out before the people, all your sins; all your
deceits; because you requested a public judg-

ment; for nothing is done in the occult in the
Kingdom of Heavens; it shall be your judg-

ment, opposite to what you did in life; for
you did many immoral things on the people’s
back; just as you hid from the people, thus

it shall be hidden from you in the Kingdom
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of Heavens; with the same rod with which

you judged the people, thus you shall be
judged; a judgment of hypocrites and renegades of the Creator, is what you are going

to have; nobody shall help you; and all those

who got rich at the people’s expense, shall

remain in the most atrocious poverty; now

it is your turn to live and feel what you made

others live and feel; for because of you
demons of deceit, poverty was perpetuated

in this world; you never let my humble to get
united; because your ambitions turned you

blinds; so blinds that you did not even respect
your own laws; behold the degeneration of

the concept of freedom; you turned it into
licentiousness; I verily say unto you demons

of licentiousness that the living freedom shall

accuse you in the Kingdom of Heavens; it

shall accuse you of the discredit that you
made out of it; only the freedom that came
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out of the Scriptures shall remain; and not

the licentiousness that came out of demons;

I verily say unto you that you shall have to
live hiding; for you shall be despised by the

present generation; the world shall witness
the Power and Glory of my First-born Son;
you shall be terrified of his divine Presence;

for you have your conscience full of sins; you
shall flee from the One who will read your

minds; for you shall be ashamed at every
instant; it was written: Every humble shall
be exulted and every big one, despised; cer-

tainly, the world that is starting is not your

world; for it shall be a world that will not

have your corruption; your immorality; it
shall be a world that will respect what is of
the Father, above everything; what you did
not do; having you promised it in the King-

dom of Heavens; you were hypocritical with

the Father, and with your brethren of life;
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this world shall not be a world of demons;

because the innocence of children shall reign
in it; the innocence of the Kingdom of Heav-

ens; the innocence that you did not know
how to keep in your trials of life; for ambition

blinded you; you were tempted by power;
power that never belonged to you; for it was

written that every power in this world,
should have always been for the humble; for
the humble are the first before the Father; if
they are first before God, they must also be

first before men; my humble should have
governed this world; And what did you do,
usurper demons? You took away such right;

you usurped a divine mandate; you gave

yourselves the best life; and the worst for the
humble; the crumbs, the miseries, the injus-

tices that you gave the Father’s humble; now
it is your turn to return and pay; by being
everything reestablished, what should have
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been many centuries ago, is reestablished;
for injustice was being inherited from gen-

eration to generation; you were legalizing it;
and the Father observed you from the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that

you requested to be trialed, and you were
so; and you fell in your trials; the world that

is to be born shall judge you; the time of fear
for the one who was a demon has arrived;

all those who did the opposite to the Scrip-

tures and Commandments, is a demon; even
if the most microscopic violation has been

done; the perfection that is demanded in
order to enter the Kingdom of Heavens is
infinite; and you requested it in your final

judgment; every creature is the perfect imitator in their hierarchy of what they see in
the Kingdom of Heavens.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.182

ORIGIN OF TIME; DICTATED BY TELEPATHIC
SCRIPTURE, BY THE DIVINE FATHER
JEHOVAH, BY LIVING TELEPATHY.Yes little son; I shall dictate to you the origin
of the time of the planet Earth; Time is a liv-

ing virtue that like the spirit, has a free will

of time; the divine Creator calls His elements

by the name they have; just as the human
creatures are called by their names; what is

up above is the same as down below; time as
all the other virtues, has a divine beginning

within other infinite beginnings; which

means that time is constituted in hierarchies
of time; it is said infinite beginnings for the
Creator of everything, has neither a begin-

ning nor an end; His divine work as a
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consequence of it, neither has a beginning
nor an end; and there are the universes, cos-

mos, galaxies, kingdoms, planets, suns of
time; time is a formation of cherubs of time;

the cherub of time is the most microscopic
unit of time that exists; this unit of time has

characteristics that make themselves be felt

but not be seen; something similar occurs to
the mental idea; for the ideas that you gener-

ate daily and at every instant are so little that
they only let themselves be felt, but do not
let themselves be seen; this is called Similar-

ity of Characteristic; time is a virtue in constant expansion of evolution; time as well as

the spirits, evolves and reincarnates with
infinite creatures; when a time is to be born,

its divine beginning is solar; times are born
from the sensations of the gigantic suns of

the macrocosm; which means that when the

spirits are born in the suns, they already
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bring a time; this time is an eternal time; and
when the spirit’s free will decides to request

God a form of life, the spirit requests to know
other times that it does not know; the spirit

has infinite times at its disposition; it chooses
and makes covenants with them; time is born

as time, nevertheless it is not eternally as
such; for if it was so, an impossibility would

emerge to God; but, nothing is impossible to

God; times in their free wills of time, request
God transformations in their evolutions; so

it is that the Eternal transforms matter into
spirit, and spirit into matter; and the Uni-

verse is not constituted by just matter and
spirit; for to affirm that is to put a limit to

God; this means the divine parable that said:
Man does not live by bread alone; which
means that there is not just one kind of per-

fection; flesh is among the infinite kinds of

perfection; the human spirit chose to give
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perfection to flesh; time makes covenants
with all those who request it; this covenant
is not exclusive of time; for before God no

one is exclusive; covenants have neither a

beginning nor an end; when one is in the
presence of what has neither a beginning nor

an end, the concept of exclusivity disappears;
as well as every degree of superiority, too; in

the time that man requested God, there are

three times in one time; the time of the place

where time was created; this time is the
inheritance of time; and the kind of time that
time requests God, in order to be trialed, in

new laws of time; times in their attribute and
quality, are infinite; Divine Father Jehovah, what
does attribute and quality of times mean? It means

son, the characteristics that the planetary
times have; this was announced in the divine

Gospel of God; it was written: No one is
unique; the human being is not unique in
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respect to the time he enjoys; for in infinite

other planets, there are creatures that are
enjoying other times; and it was written:
There is everything in God’s flock; that every-

thing are the attributes and qualities of times;

every time has within their laws of time,
what the elements and spirits have; which

are the equivalents within the rights; and the
rights within the equivalents; and speaking

about rights, it is more likely for those who

in their ideals and in their forms of faith gave

rights to matter, within the laws of matter to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; and to the

spirit within their laws of spirit; for those
who thought that way in their trials of life,
were more complete with the concept of the
divine justice on others; they did not belittle
the infinite concept that nothing is impossible to God; than for those who were incom-

plete toward the divine concept of justice;
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the time that each one requested in divine

covenant with the spirit, is a living time;

which means that time shall speak and
express itself in its laws of time when the
human creature is before the Son of God, in

the divine judgment that he had requested
God; and it would be better for the human

being that his time does not complain against
him; for before a microscopic complaint of

time, the guilty spirit shall run the risk of not
entering the Kingdom of Heavens; for it was

the own spirit who requested God to be

judged above everything; everything included

time; up to the most microscopic unit of
time; molecularly the human spirit did not
forgive itself anything of the possible viola-

tions to the law of God, in the trials of life;
time represents one of the many covenants

that the human spirit made in the Kingdom

of Heavens; and when the human spirit
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requested a divine judgment, time also
requested it; all the molecules of the every-

thing above everything of the spirit, requested
the divine Judgment of God; when time

speaks in the divine Judgment of God, it will
make humanity weep; this is why it was writ-

ten: And there will be weeping and gnashing

of teeth; for millions of beings by wasting

time, in the trials of life, millions shall remain
without entering the Kingdom of Heavens

again; what was seen with indifference in the
trials of life, is what judges every spirit; and

one of the things that were seen with indif-

ference, was time; this constitutes one of the
biggest surprises that every human spirit

shall experience; here the concept of humility
acquires unknown proportions, for the
human psychology; the forms of faith of the

human beings shall feel shaken and belittled

in front of what they never ever imagined;
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the living reality of what is of God shakes

meanness and limit, with which they tried
to understand God; certainly shame shall be

planetary; a shame that was written in His
divine Gospel; time shall not accept even a

second of laziness for those who requested
a divine judgment, above every imaginable

thing; the waste of one second of laziness,

shall represent despise to time; time shall
complain that it was looked down at by the
spirit; and for each second of strange lazi-

ness, the spirit shall lose one existence of
light; and for each second of work, the spirit

attains one existence of light; laziness was
not requested to God; not even a molecule

of laziness was requested to Him; this is why
it is said: Strange laziness; all had requested

merit to the Eternal; all knew in the Kingdom
of Heavens that God was unique in His divine

activity; and all got compromised in imitating
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Him, within their microscopic hierarchies of
spirits, on the remote planet of trials Earth;

when the spirits want to please God, the first
thing that they think is in improvements; for
they know that God is unique in perfection;

and they know that every living perfection

came out of Him; and by knowing this is that

no one requests God, what as time passes by

shall turn into their perdition; no one
requests God laziness, which leads to nothing good; time is born with the spirit, with-

out affecting its beginning as such; when the
spirit makes a covenant with time, a beginning is born which shall neither have a begin-

ning nor an end; for no covenant is unique;
which means that other twins of spirits had

already done the same; the same happens
with each pore of flesh that one has, and with
each virtue; and it is because of this reason

that no one is unique that it was written:
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What is up above is the same as down below;

time is so infinite as the worlds and suns are;
each time of each planet is subordinated to

the celestial time of the Kingdom of Heavens;
which is equivalent to say that time of the

micro is subordinated to the time of the
macro; the minor expects something from

the major; there are times that age, and times
that do not age; the celestial time of the mac-

rocosm called Kingdom of Heavens, does not
get old; its creatures there are eternal chil-

dren; they know nothing of the complexes
which those who go to the remote worlds of

trials live with; the times that age are
requested to God, for they are not known;
the human creature requested aging to God,
for they did not know it; the time that human-

ity requested made a covenant with aging;
time accompanies what ages, up to the last
instant; time is the last one in saying good
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bye to every spirit when these leave their

bodies of flesh; time says good bye at the
same time to the last worm of putrefaction

of the body of flesh; and when the spirit
abandons the Earth, it meets time again in

the Universe; it is because the spirit only
changed the cover; and when it meets again
the time that it met on Earth, in the Uni-

verse, what is up above is the same as down

below is fulfilled; time has trinity of time and
it has holy spirit of time; for no one is disin-

herited before God; neither matter nor the

spirit, no one is disinherited; there is equality
with equivalences between their laws;
humanity should have also created a form of
equality within the millions of individuali-

ties, with different qualities; they could have

given any name to this equality; it would
always be an equality to the divine eyes of
God; in the trials of life, many tried to arrive
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into equality; this experience was called
Communism in the trials of life; they shall

be awarded in the divine Judgment of God;

or they confronted a life system that had been
sentenced by God; behold the light for those
who did not want to recognize it; for those

who persisted in defending the strange

unequal laws, through their way of thinking,
through their ideals, through their forms of

faith; for theirs shall be the weeping and
gnashing of teeth; for their future reincarna-

tions, their future existences, shall have the
same characteristics of how they thought in
the human life; which means that the drama
repeats again; and it shall be repeated in eter-

nity until the spirit abandons the strange
custom of defending the unequal, the unfair,

the imbalanced; the drama shall be repeated,
until the being stops practicing forms of

thinking that makes his fellow beings suffer;
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that because of such ways of thinking, his
planet never gets unified; for what pleases

God is that the free wills that requested Him,
and which had different and infinite opposite
characteristics, get to be unified on the plan-

ets of trials; each one lives his time, accord-

ing to how he thought; those who thought
in an unequal psychology, shall have future

times in which they will not understand
time; the mental imbalance reverberates in
the comprehension of the elements; so it is
that those who did not learn to get rid of the

sensation of possession, during the trials of

life, shall have future mental imbalances; for
the strange sensation of possession had not

been requested by anyone to God; because
the life on Earth was not eternal; for it was

just a trial; being a trial, it had an end; the

time that was requested to God did not
include any kind of attachment; not a single
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complex; he who thought and lived in
unequal laws, affirming that such thinking
was normal, damaged his future times that
correspond to his future existences; that is

why it was written: Each one makes his own
heaven; a future heaven that corresponds to

a future existence, with a time according to

his form of thinking; the attribute and quality

of the time to be lived, is chosen by each one
according to his work in the trials of life; and
those who did not give importance to time,

those who did not care and did not study it

as such, shall not be able to know a new time;
every forgetfulness of any of the parts of the

everything is infinitely harmful to those who
practiced forgetfulness; since for each forget-

fulness it is an element less, which the spirit
will not count with, in his future evolution;

the drama of the weeping and gnashing of

teeth announced by the divine Gospel of God,
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is this law; for each molecular forgetfulness,

one goes backwards in the own progress; this

encloses error, imbalance, distortion of all
the human teachings an customs; a wrong

life system in which no one was able to attain
the true perfection, that everyone had prom-

ised God; this is called the Fall of a world of
trials; time in its free will of time, will not
contribute with its support to those who vio-

lated the law of God; the everything above

everything of the living Universe always
defends God; for He is never wrong; when in

the divine judgments of God the creatures

see that matter also has life, the drama starts
for them; for before everyone’s amazement,

when matter expresses itself in its laws of
matter, it shows that it has a very high moral-

ity, unknown among men; and the entire

humanity suffers the greatest embarrassment

of all their history; this shame is also written
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in the divine Gospel of God; in fact, the entire
drama of humanity is written in parables in

His divine Gospel; it is so in a psychology of

trials; this psychology of trials was requested
by the own human creatures to God, for they
did not know it; and the trials of life con-

sisted in getting it right; and the key or true

interpretation is that which did not put limits
to God; it is that which by interpreting what
is of God, did not do it in a human psychol-

ogy; for what is human is limited and full of

errors; the true interpretation is that which
was projected to the infinity; for the infinity
was created by God; and it is more likely for
those who by interpreting the divine Gospel

of God, did so by thinking in the Universe to

enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those
who did it by the influence of religions; what
is religious, which divided the world for

many centuries, through many of their
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beliefs, is not of God; what divides is not of

God; what unifies is certainly of God; the

so-called religions, which emerged during
the trials of life were divinely warned that no
one must get divided; not even by their

beliefs; it was written: Only satan divides and
he ends up dividing himself; one also had to

take care of the molecular division, in the

trials of life; from the division dictated by the
mind through the spoken word; it is the
verb’s psychological fall; it is the spoken
temptation; time shall not contribute with

its presence of time to those who divided
God’s work; it is more likely for time and the
other elements to contribute with their pres-

ence for a future to those who unified God’s

work, during the trials of life; the elements

know about satan’s division, which took
place many eternities ago, in the macrocosm
called Kingdom of Heavens; and they do not
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want to be accomplices of those who oppose
God; behold the light of those who saw the

straw in their neighbors’ eye, and did not see
the beam in theirs; behold the false prophets

of God; behold the antichrists; behold the
traitors, who did not hesitate in dividing an

entire planet, for the sake of reigning; behold
the greatest rock of hardness in the world;

behold the false that was not written in the

divine Gospel of God; time contemplated
them through the centuries; waiting for the
supreme instant of being assimilated to the

divine power of a Solar Judge; for what is

inert, what was believed not to have life, was
contemplative within its laws of inert; they

did not speak while the trial lasted; for in the
divine judgment of God, humanity shall be

amazed and ashamed when they see and hear
the elements tell what each one did in life;

the elements are composed of thinking
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cherubs that communicate everything among

them; there is molecular telepathy; although
the term molecular is too gigantic to express

it; and I verily say unto you that every offense
to matter, is also paid; unless the cherubs of

matter forgive, in their free wills of cherubs;

but, when they see that the creature offended
God, they do not forgive them; in the Uni-

verse of the light, everyone defends God; for

in order to be understood by the Universe of
the light, one has to be respectful towards

the Creator of the light; time is born with
each spirit, in law of reincarnation; it is a
divine covenant that only death separates;
the divine covenant between a spirit and the
elements is called Celestial Communism in
the Kingdom of Heavens; the celestial com-

munism represents in the creature, his own

cohesion of his everything above everything;

without the celestial communism no one
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would be a human being; for one would not
have the law that coheres the own sensa-

tions, making them one; the celestial com-

munism represents the divine psychology of
happiness, in the Kingdom of Heavens; the

contrary to this is the opposition found of
the sensations of virtues that the imperfect
spirits feel; the mundane spirits are in this
category; the human beings struggle to find
well-being, which due to causes of evolu-

tional backwardness, do not know how to

define; it is because the human ignorance got
separated from the rest of the Universe; and

the search for such desired well-being,
became difficult, slow and even imperfect; it

is what in the Kingdom of God is called rock;
to get separated from the infinity because of

ignorance, draws the creature away from the
celestial communism; and even if the spirit

lives in existences without counting them,
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he does not find the eternal happiness; for

the Earth’s happiness lies on ephemeral

basis; this basis does not include the infinity;
and the human spirit perpetuates his requests
to God, in order to understand infinity; time
is an eternal witness in each effort that the

spirit makes, in order to achieve happiness;
for the most microscopic spiritual effort, con-

sumes time; time as well as the rest of the

elements demand from the spirit the greatest
and highest morality that the human mind

can imagine; they the elements. give the
spirit an opportunity; for without the divine

covenant with the elements, the spirit would
not know any form of life; the human spirit
is so imperfect; that he alone cannot do any-

thing in order to enjoy a determined form of
life; the human spirit lack of science, so to

create in him a form of life; for when the
spirit is born, it only has innocence, lacking
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of science; and the Universe with all its infinite experience, comes to its help; the every-

thing is sustained by the everything; for no
one is unique; only God is unique; the chain
of assistance has neither a beginning nor an
end; time is born in each one, and both for-

malize the laws so that God may approve

them; these laws come out of everyone’s free
will; for in the Kingdom of God, nothing is

obliged; only the fulfillment of what was
promised is demanded; not fulfilling what
was promised to God is called Sin or Violation to the divine Law; when one makes cov-

enants in the Kingdom of Heavens, all request
sensations or virtues; all request what has
been already constituted in eternal Kingdom,

within the Kingdom of Heavens; no one

requests selfish interests that in the end will
not make them return to the Kingdom of

Heavens; no one is interested in the
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ephemeral; for what is of God fascinates
everyone; everyone feels attracted to what
has neither a beginning nor an end; and all
know in the Kingdom of Heavens that to be

interested in the ephemeral is not the true

way; experience in this sense is infinite in
the Universe; and the experiences are trans-

mitted from world to world and from sun to

sun; times form the kingdoms of times; and
each time offers its own characteristics; and

each one’s characteristics cost them their
own merits, their own sweat on the face; for
in God’s creation, each one makes his own

perfection; nothing is given for free in the
Kingdom of God; not a single molecule is

given for free; this was contained in the
divine mandate that said: Thou shalt earn
thy bread on the sweat of thy face; and this

exists since the beginning of God’s creation;

which means that no one enters the Kingdom
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of Heavens again, if he has not achieved a
merit; and only work and the illustration in

order to understand God, leads to His divine

Kingdom; to venerate images and to perform
rituals does not lead one to the Kingdom of

God; this is why the human beings were

warned; Thou shalt not worship either

images, or temples nor any resemblance; the
term Resemblance covers every form of
material adoration; improvement must go on
in a mental sense; it should not stop in ado-

ration to matter; for even matter is trialed by
God, in its laws of matter; just as the spirit

is trialed in its laws of spirit; each one is
trialed by God in their respective law; time
is trialed in its laws of time; this means that

everything known has a morality within their
laws; for all have the right to get improved,
within the own merit; time is constituted in

one of the powers that by continuing being
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improved, will attain others; for power does
not mean that one arrived to the limit of per-

fection; no one in the Universe has ever
arrived to the limit of perfection; nor shall
anyone arrive; only God knows it; for such

limit of perfection represents a microscopic
stage to God; for what is God has neither a

beginning nor an end; time in its infinite
improvement can be able to become a space
and vice versa; it is the infinite transforma-

tion of creation; no one is unique in what he

is in a given instant; for no one is assured
one sole destiny; destinies are eternally rela-

tive; for the spirit is eternally wishing to
become another thing; and when it attains

that thing, it is already thinking in becoming
another thing; the absolute destiny does not

exist; for the spirit ends up getting bored;
when time contributes with its divine pres-

ence to the one who requests it, it
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compromises itself in fulfilling what con-

cerns to it; and the spirit to fulfill what con-

cerns to him; the laws are fused in order to

achieve a new degree of perfection; at the end
of the trial or the day, no one must have com-

plaints against anyone; and if there is one,

that is enough for the guilty one not to enter

the Kingdom of Heavens; for the violation to
what was promised was not requested by
anyone to God; for not a single molecule of

violation is requested to God; no one requests
the destruction of his own work, which was
requested in order to attain a greater perfec-

tion; time that was a witness of the beings’

sins, shall not forgive anyone; nor shall any

other element; the First-born Son of the Solar
Trinity, shall also act with an iron hand; and

the entire Universe shall contemplate the
agony and weeping of a world that degener-

ated itself because they did not have faith in
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God; and if they believed they had it, they

took the wrong way; even if this mistake had
already been announced with the warning
that there would be weeping and gnashing

of teeth; certainly all was announced in the
divine Gospel of God; the human rocks did
not want to pay attention; time is also born

a baby; and it is a time guided by other times;
time father and time mother; for no one is

disinherited; and everything that exists is
lovingly subordinated to God; the almighty

Eternal, lets His children make their own
laws, in their own perfections; this is why it

is said in plural the Kingdoms of Heavens;

and the Kingdoms are divinely subordinated,

at the same time, to the Kingdom of God;
the Kingdoms are organized by hierarchies
of Kingdoms; and the number of the hierar-

chies of the Kingdoms have neither a begin-

ning nor an end; it can be distinguished
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between the Kingdoms of the micro and the

Kingdoms of the macro; the Kingdoms of
Heavens of the microcosm are celestial crea-

tures, who by choosing their ways of perfec-

tion, preferred to do it in a microscopic
geometry; and the Kingdoms of Heavens of
the macrocosm, preferred the gigantic geom-

etry; the beings of the micro can, if they want
to, change to the macro; and those of the
macro pass to the micro; the human laws do

not participate in these equivalences; for the
human being has not attained yet the degree

that these celestial hierarchies have attained;
and in the relative perfections, humanity
lives its perfection on a planet of trials, with

an uncertain destiny; for the divine judgment
of God is still pending; and since it is just a

trial, no human being is ascertained of continuing being so; for it depends on how he
did in the trials of life; and only the divine
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judgment of God, shall indicate him how he

did; the human creature does not belong

either to the celestial macro or the micro; for
he is a fallen angel; the human beings belong
to the dust planets of the trials of life; they
are starting to know the Universe; the term

dust, says everything; for if the creation of
God has no limits, what is unlimited is so in
everything imaginable; in planets and in crea-

tures, the development or growth has no

known limit; what is gigantic never stops;
and neither does the microscopic; only the

proud put limits to God; and as long as they

insist in putting limits to God, they shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it depends
on each one to advance or stop; time always

advances and it goes on attaining hierarchy
to hierarchy; since time has got free will of

time, it takes great decisions and great rein-

carnations of time; and it also imposes on
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itself the forgetfulness of the past; it also
requests the sensation of not remembering

its place of origin of time; time in its wisdom
of time, knows that every difficulty that is
overcome, has got a more infinite merit

before God; to overcome difficulties exalts
the Kingdom of the Light; for every mental

or physical effort produces planets with
merit; this is called in the Kingdom of God

to extend the kingdom of the light; others
call it: To gain planets for the divine Father

Jehovah; the divine terminology has neither
a beginning nor an end; time in the divine

final judgment of the Earth shall take away
its divine covenant from millions of beings,
for they showed it a strange indifference, in

the trials of life; and every indifferent one to

the own nature shall run the risk of nature

not contributing to him again with her divine
presence of nature; which shall provoke in
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such spirits a formidable obstacle for the

advancement of their perfections; and the

nature of one planet communicates the other
natures of other infinite planets the violation
that she was victim of; and every indifferent

spirit sees with terror that all the doors in
the Universe are closed to him; this is why

it was written: And there will be weeping

and gnashing of teeth; the human drama was

initiated in the first instant in which the
human beings accepted the strange life sys-

tem, based on the laws of gold; for in that

instant they started to live a strange distorted
psychology, which no one had requested
God; those instants were the most dramatic

ones of the so-called human history; for

those instants were expanded into centuries,
creating a calvary of injustices, which came

out of the own man; it was one of the most
shameful experiences of the human spirits,
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called rock spirits in the Universe; for they

are specialists in dividing, exploiting and
making the world undergo suffering; the
human rock shall not be forgiven a single

molecule of their strange work; they had
been warned with centuries of anticipation

that every divided kingdom perishes; and

nevertheless they insisted in dividing the
planet in nations; they did not want to abide
the divine warning; they shall receive the cor-

responding fruit of their microscopic deter-

minations; strange determinations in which
God was not taken into account; and by not

taking Him into account, the distortion in
everything in life emerged; the strange

human experience demonstrated the most
categorical failure of the life system, created

by the traders; the strange method included

every possible planetary philosophy; they
never agreed, nor were they interested that
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humanity got unified; time, the centuries
shall accuse them of doing things without
taking God into account; and those who do

not accuse them shall be called accomplices
in the weeping and gnashing of teeth, by the

Son of God; he who proclaims what is unfair

cannot expect happiness, for they did not
understand it through their way of thinking;
time shall collect by seconds, the wrong use

that the capitalist beast made of time; the

so-called capitalists who emerged during the
trials of life, shall have to calculate the num-

ber of seconds which were contained in the

centuries of time, in which they imposed
their self-interested life system on the world;
each second represents to them one exis-

tence of life less; and they will have to share

out the distorted colossal number of seconds

of time among them; the capitalist beast

committed a fatal forgetfulness of the divine
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law; they forgot that their strange capitalism
had been sentenced by God, many centuries
before they were born; it was written: It is

more likely for a camel to pass through a

needle’s eye than a rich to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; neither the rich nor the system

that produced rich enter the Kingdom of

God; this was the fatal forgetfulness, of those
influenced by gold; they turned a deaf ear to

what would be their own salvation; and along
with their fall, they made those who got

enthusiastic with what is of them, fall; those
who built their hopes up in what is ephem-

eral, counted too; the little evolved were in

too; time will collect by seconds from those
who let themselves be deluded by a strange

life system, that had been sentenced by God;

for each second of strange illusion in what is

ephemeral, corresponds one existence of
light less to them in their spiritual
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evolutions; the trials of life that they had
requested God, excluded every molecule of

error; for they had requested to experience a

divine judgment above everything; the

human rocks did not forgive themselves a
single molecule of possible violation to the

divine law of God; indeed, they requested
something that was superior to their evolu-

tional capacities; but the human rock insisted
before God that they had to live a divine judg-

ment above everything, for the rock did not
know such experience; time which was the

witness of all the scenes of this strange
world, which took the liberty of forgetting

God, in their own life system, shall make
those who took such strange and unknown

licentiousness, cry; no one obliged them to

be ungrateful toward God; darkness came
out of their own selves; every life system of

whichever planet it may be that does not
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have the divine seal of God, does not remain
triumphant; the divine Father Jehovah trials

them; and by trialing them, He gives them
time to repent; He gives them an opportu-

nity; and the longer the time of opportunity
is, conceded by divine law, the more severe
is the divine judgment of God; He gave the

strange capitalist beast thousands of years;

and the beast did not want to change; they
kept being rebellious to God; they kept divid-

ing the world, and menacing them with the

damned arms; the beast did not chose the
laws of love; they preferred the way of force

and brutality; their failure is in full sight of

everyone; the Eternal did not award them
with unification; their strange work of divid-

ing and making others fight against one

another, is coming against them, in the
events that are coming; for the capitalist
beast shall be despised and persecuted by the
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own ones who had admired and applauded

them in life; for it is more likely to have
happy future sensations for one who during
the time of trials, cultivated happiness for

others, than for one who gave pains, dramas,

injustices, killings, deceits, exploitation to
others; at the moment in which he was doing

it, in that precise instant, he was making his
punishment; keeping it recorded or written

in their own aura; as time passes by the
seeds of evil mature it; and they turn into
painful sensations.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Celestial Science

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-

Please visit https://www.alfayomega.com
and read WHAT IS TO COME, CELESTIAL SCIENCE and
DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE THINGS.

220 and the Lamb
The Scroll
(Apocalypse 5)

https://www.facebook.com/RevelacionAlfayOmega/

